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Executive Summary  

This thesis focuses on innovation in Norwegian maritime sector and set sights of 

analyzing the challenges for entrepreneurial ventures in developing sustainable 

maritime technologies in Norway. This implies answering the underlying research 
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question: “Is there a satisfying coupling between government, knowledge and capital 

in the development of prosperous Norwegian maritime technologies?” In a few 

decades, Norway will most likely need to look elsewhere than to the oil and gas-

industry for such a large and stable income. This paper is based on the notion that the 

future maritime sector is a knowledge and research driven sector, and that R&D is 

crucial for a flourishing Norwegian maritime sector. To accomplish this, a 

satisfactory coupling between government, capital and knowledge is needed for 

entrepreneurial ventures to succeed in an international maritime market. This thesis' 

main arguments are based on the theoretical foundation from cluster and innovation 

scholars. Especially central is the theories from Porter (1990) and Malerba (2004). By 

using these perspectives for the Norwegian maritime sector we analyze the 

interdependence of innovation in technologies, business models and institutions.  

Furthermore, this paper is based on a qualitative research design where case studies 

of the entrepreneurial ventures OceanSaver, OptiMarin and AMC were conducted. 

The main challenges for the three ventures are accessibility and support from the 

Norwegian venture capital market, technological knowledge institutions and the 

governmental innovation policy. With the concern of how the Norwegian economy 

can prosper after the oil and gas era one day will be over, this thesis has looked 

towards the maritime sector as a potential substitute. Norway has great traditions 

within maritime activities, going back hundreds of years. There is much available 

capital in the Norwegian financial markets, and the maritime sector is truly of great 

importance to the Norwegian economy. The main findings conclude with institutional 

challenges like Innovation Norway and large research facilities, while the Norwegian 

venture capital milieu also is unsatisfactory. The coupling-dilemma previously 

mentioned has therefore great potential, especially if the maritime sector one day 

shall serve as a true beneficiary to the Norwegian economy like the oil and gas 

industry does today. Exporting ownership of high-end Norwegian technology abroad 

will in the long run result in Norway losing its competitive edge, and Norway needs 

to adapt and change their economy over the next decades. This corresponds well with 

Perez’ (2002) phrase “technology is the fuel of the capitalist engine”, and perhaps a 

new discussion is called for with regards to proper economical and innovation policy 

on the political arena.  
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1. Introduction 

Norway has a long tradition of maritime activities, and the maritime sector carries a 

considerable weight in the Norwegian economy (DNV, 2008). The increasing 

environmental consciousness drives the demand for transportation by ship, since 

various initiatives recognizes maritime transport as a potential better environmental 

transportation choice than air and land transport (DNV, 2008). In our thesis we will 

analyze the Norwegian maritime sector, and the objective is to get a deeper 

understanding of the challenges regarding environmental sustainable development. 

Our master thesis will mainly address the environmental challenges from a micro 

level perspective. However, a macro economic perspective is also necessary to gain a 

holistic understanding of the underlying challenges. Multiple studies have 

investigated macroeconomic climate change (Weitzman, 2007). We therefore 

recognize a need in studying climate change on a micro-economic level. By analyzing 

innovative environmental solutions corporations are developing, we get a deeper 

understanding of the sectorial challenges. Our paper is directed towards technologies 

that are developed in maritime equipment industry within the Norwegian maritime 

sector. 

 

2. Research background 

The current environmental situation combined with the lack of sustainable 

environmental development in the maritime sector represents the background for this 

analysis. Renewable energy technologies give promising potential for a sustainable 

development. Regardless of this, the utilization of renewable technologies was in 

2005, 6.2 percent of the TPES (Total Primary Energy Supply) in the OECD countries 

(IEA, 2007). The remaining 94 percent was represented by oil (41 percent), gas (22 

percent), and nuclear energy (20 percent). From 1973 to 2005 the share of renewable 

in TPES has increased by a meager 1.7 percentage points (IEA, 2007). Examples of 

renewable energy sources for the maritime sector include SkySails (wind technology) 

and photovoltaic system (solar technology). Among the other environmental 

technologies present are gas turbine, fuel cells, ballast water and ship design. This 

study consequently deals with the need of exploring the challenges this sector is 

facing. Norway is a high cost country when it comes to development costs, labor 
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costs and taxes (Andersen, 2007). Technologic innovation therefore plays a vital role 

in the maritime sector. Ocean, technology and knowledge have been the three 

cornerstones for Norway in order to enjoy a unique global position in the maritime 

sector (Reve, 2009). With the maritime competence built up over many decades, 

Norway has a great opportunity to continue developing the 'maritime knowledge hub' 

and become a global market leader. This maritime knowledge hub is capable of 

strong synergetic outcomes, and could work as a diffuser for developing 

environmental progress (Reve, 2009). The concept of the 'maritime knowledge hub' is 

elaborated on later in this thesis. 

2.1 Importance of the subject 

The environmental challenges represent a key aspect for ventures in the maritime 

sector to succeed in the future (Andersen, 2007) . Norway and its economy will most 

likely in a few decades need to look elsewhere than to the oil and gas-industry for 

such a large and stable income. A strong financial business environment is therefore 

needed in order to create prosperous new ventures and markets. Norway has long and 

strong traditions with maritime related activities. Today, Norway enjoys much 

knowledge within sectors such as seafood, offshore and maritime services industry. 

Norwegian firms, the government and private equity are also well funded, so capital 

is certainly available (Brustad, 2009). However, there seems to be a dilemma between 

the coupling of capital, the knowledge available and the political framework. 

Exemplifying this is the case of REC, where foreign capital was needed in order for 

the venture to prosper. A strong coupling between these are among scholars argued to 

be key for a nation's value creation (Reve et al., 2009) Additionally, over the last fifty 

years Norway has surpassed western European countries such as Germany, Great 

Britain, Denmark and Sweden in terms of CO2 emissions per capita (World Bank, 

2010). It should be in the interest of the Norwegian government to look for 

environmental arenas to deal with the present environmental challenges, and in that 

manner we believe the maritime sector could be a potential objective. In addition, the 

current world economy stresses the importance for innovation (Perez, 2002). The 

collapse of the global debt market in 2007 and equity investors withdrawing at a time 

when the shipyard capacity had grown to a unprecedented level, represented a serious 

challenge for this sector. Moreover, this happened also when the order for new ships 
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were at an all time high. As the first decade of the twenty-first century has ended, this 

sector is facing uncertainty and a difficult future. One indicator of the magnitude and 

serious impact the financial crises has had on this sector can be seen from the Baltic 

Dry Bulk Index. It plummeted by more than 11,000 points from an all-time high of 

11,793 in just a few months in 2008 (IMO, 2009). UNCTAD’s Trade and 

Development Report 2009 holds the financial crises as one of the main reasons that 

the 2015 United Nations Millennium Development Goals will probably not be 

achieved (UNCTAD, 2009). Several undertakings from the Norwegian government 

have been made in order to boost both the economy at large and the maritime 

industry. Exemplifying this governmental support for a sustainable development was 

the ‘guarantee institute for export credit’ (GIEK), a government action that gave 

extended capital for financing shipbuilding and exporting activities (Brustad, 2009). 

The key for a sustainable development lies in innovations (Reve, 2009). However, 

Norway as a nation is in the European context lacking behind when it comes to 

innovation and are placed as number 19 of 33 in a recent survey done by PRO INNO 

Europe (2010). 

2.2 Research question 

 Our research question is: “What are the challenges for entrepreneurial ventures in 

developing sustainable maritime technologies in Norway?” 

  

Where the underlying research question is: 

  

“Is there a satisfying coupling between government, knowledge and capital in the 

development of prosperous Norwegian maritime technologies?” 

  

Coupling in our paper is regarded to be the collaborative processes between actors 

developing knowledge, governmental innovation policies and financial actors 

supporting environmental sustainable projects. Moreover, this paper focuses on the 

coupling between technological knowledge developed by entrepreneurial ventures 

and R&D institutions in Norway, capital in the form of venture capital from private 

and governmental actors and government in the form of political framework for the 

Norwegian maritime sector. This implies a focus on three different coupling 
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processes. On the one hand there is the coupling between the internal knowledge of 

the ventures and external venture capital. The second is the coupling between external 

technological knowledge and the entrepreneurial ventures. The third is in the 

coupling between the venture and the governmental innovation policies and 

frameworks. This paper refers to internal and external knowledge with regards to the 

studied ventures. The satisfying degree refers to how easy technical innovative 

ventures can get the required capital funding, knowledge or political support by actors 

in the maritime sector to become sustainable business ventures. Our research 

questions is based on the notion that the future maritime sector is a knowledge and 

research driven sector, and that R&D is crucial for a flourishing Norwegian maritime 

sector. To accomplish this, a satisfactory coupling between government, capital and 

knowledge is needed for entrepreneurial venture to succeed in an international 

maritime market. We refer to innovation as the process where corporations 

collaborate in developing new or improved products, processes and services to the 

commercial market. 

2.3 Intention of the study  

Extensive theory will be challenged by three in-depth interviews with the mentioned 

firms in the maritime equipment industry. Our aim is to find the most significant 

challenges for the three firms analyzed. Hopefully this result in what challenges such 

firms can meet and potential answers in how to overcome them. Some answers may 

hopefully be used for other firms in the Norwegian maritime equipment industry as 

well as in other parts of the Norwegian maritime sector. The case studies in this paper 

are conducted at the entrepreneurial ventures OceanSaver, OptiMarin and AMC. 

Many other actors, such as venture capitalists and R&D institutions are vital for our 

understanding of the value creation and our understanding of the challenges. 

Although there are other actors relevant for the three firms studied, not all will be 

analyzed explicitly. Furthermore, it is important to note that the intention of this 

thesis is to view the challenges from the entrepreneur’s perspectives. This is of 

special interest; since it is on the micro-level we believe the key for a sustainable 

maritime sector is located. Most inventions never become an innovation, meaning 

that it never reaches a commercial market (Fagerberg et al., 2005). It is therefore 

particularly interesting for this thesis and its intention to analyze the challenges in the 
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early phases of the development.  

 

3. Theoretical literature reviewed 

An important starting point for our understanding of innovation and economic growth 

is Schumpeter’s (1934, 1939, 1942) research. However, our theoretical foundation is 

two-folded. Firstly, this section begins with introducing the relevant innovation 

theories for this paper’s topic. We begin by introducing innovation and the system of 

innovation (SI) theories. Secondly, this paper introduces cluster theories that are of 

high relevance for a complementary theoretical understanding. The reason for these 

two-folded and partly overlapping theories are the differences in their focus. Studies 

based on systems of innovation theories are first and foremost directed towards the 

innovation processes. Here, the focus is on the extent of innovative activities as a 

result of innovative products, services and new types of businesses (Spilling et al., 

2007). SI theories also have a larger focus on political institutions and how these 

prosper or hinder innovation (Spilling et al,. 2007). In cluster theories the main focus 

is on competitive facilities and how clusters contributes to competitive business 

environments (Porter, 1990). Here, innovation is not explicitly in focus, but regarded 

as one of multiple upgrading mechanisms (Spilling et al,. 2007). By combining these 

two scholars we obtain a theoretical understanding of the innovation processes in the 

three cases and an understanding of the maritime business environment as a whole. In 

addition this section elaborate on the theoretical rational of knowledge as an 

important factor for economic growth. The reason for our theoretical choices is based 

on the characteristic of the Norwegian maritime sector as a cluster. Additionally, 

sectors transform over time, and therefore a natural focus in our thesis is placed on 

dynamics, emergence and transformation. This point is related both to the industry 

life cycle literature (Utterback, 1994; Klepper, 1996) and to broader analysis of the 

long-term evolution of industries, similarly to Perez' work (2002). The last section 

gives an evolutionary perspective on technology development. This is useful since 

evolutionary economics stresses the importance of previous learning and experience 

affect cognitive aspects such as objectives (Nelson, 1995; Dosi, 1997; Metcalfe, 

1998). For our understanding of the maritime sector and technology development it is 

natural to reflect on this by using the theories by Perez (2002), Nelson and Winter 
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(1982) and Dosi (1982).  

3.1 Evolutionary economics 

There are numerous scholars that position technological innovation in a fundamental 

position. However, nobody emphasizes its importance more than evolutionary 

economics (Suurs, 2009). Furthermore, evolutionary scholars have stressed the 

significant role of how technology trajectories have influenced sustainable 

environmental friendly transitions (Freeman, 1996; Kemp and Soete 1993). 

Evolutionary economic theory forms a critique of neoclassical economics. This is 

imperative to comprehend, as neoclassical economics is regarded not to be the 

appropriate way to study the aspects that are vital for our paper. The lack of 

appropriative fit from neoclassical theory is based on the four ground features; 

innovation, heterogeneity, bounded rationality and path dependency. These features 

are not deeply incorporated in neoclassical theory, but vital for our paper and the 

understanding of the underlying aspects in the Norwegian maritime sector. Marshall 

(1890) and Schumpeter (1942) were the first to challenge the notion of a static 

equilibrium that neoclassical scholar argues for. Schumpeter’s (1934, 1939, 1942) 

perceived capitalism as an inherently dynamic system and recognized innovation as 

the central feature of the economic development (Fagerberg, 2005). Schumpeter 

started around the 1930s studying how the capitalist system was affected by market 

innovations. He defined innovation as: "New combination of existing resources" 

(Schumpeter, 1934). This activity he labeled 'the entrepreneurial function'. The role of 

the entrepreneur was something Schumpeter emphasized in innovation. The reason 

for this was the prevalence of inertia, or 'resistance of new ways' (Schumpeter, 1939). 

He meant that the entrepreneur had to fight in order to succeed at all levels of the 

society (Fagerberg, 2005). Schumpeter analyzed the capitalist model to understand 

what variables effected a company’s position to innovate. The most interesting work 

of Schumpeter in the context of the maritime sector and the global challenges is his 

analysis of the tendency for innovation to ‘cluster’ in certain industries and time 

periods, and the derived effect on growth. He recognized the possible contribution of 

such 'clustering' to the formation of business cycles and ‘long waves’ in the world 

economy (Schumpeter, 1939). Schumpeter’s theory about ‘clustering’ has been 

further developed in more recent theories like the System of Innovation (Freeman 
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1987; Lundvall, 1988; Carlsson and Stankiewicz 1991; Lundvall 1992; Freeman, 

1995).  

3.1.1 System of innovation 

The key notion behind the System of Innovation (SI) approach is that determinants of 

technological change are in addition to the individual firm or research institution also 

affected by social structures (Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1988; Carlsson and 

Stankiewicz 1991;Lundvall 1992; Freeman, 1995). The last three decades SI scholars 

have highlighted the influence social structures have on technological change, and 

implicitly influenced the long-term economic growth (Edquist, 2004). This has been 

studied within nations, regions sectors and technical fields (Edquist, 2004). Freeman 

(1987) defines system of innovation as: ”The network of institutions in the public and 

private sectors whose activities and interactions initiate, import, modify and diffuse 

new technologies” (Freeman, 1987:1). Various authors within the 'SI family' 

converge on technological innovation systems (TIS) (Carlsson and Jacobsson 2004; 

Carlsson et al., 2002b; Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1991; Jacobsson and Johnson, 

2000). This approach analyzes a technology or a technical field. Here, the objective is 

to assess and examine the development of a specific technical innovation with regards 

to structures and processes (Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1991). The regional 

innovation system (RIS) approach is also worthy of mention (Cooke et al., 1997; 

Braczyk, 1998; Cooke, 2001; Aasheim, 2002). These studies measure the innovative 

performance of a region, and the most important observation from this approach is 

that distance is significant. This implies that geographical distance between actors has 

an important effect on regions innovative performance (Cook, 1997). There is a broad 

social orientation within the SI scholars, and there is large variety and indistinctness 

in the definitions used. However, there are some shared characteristics in the 

orientations. Firstly, there is a shared emphasis on the learning processes of 

innovation (Lundvall, 1992). Furthermore, this learning process hinge on the 

participation on various organizations that exchange knowledge. These organizations 

consist of a variety of businesses, governmental and R&D institutions (Lundvall, 

1992). SI scholars also share the emphasis on institutions role in the innovation 

process. The term 'institutions' refer to rules, routines and regulations that structure 

the opportunity for actors. These institutions are both important drivers and hinders to 
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innovation (Suurs, 2009). Institutions are defined differently in the SI literature, and 

many also refer to institutions as organizations (Freemann, 1987).  

This paper refers to institutions in the form of the organizations and how business, 

government and R&D institutions affect the innovation process in the maritime 

sector. It also reflects on how regulations and laws structure the opportunities for 

actors. Thirdly, the interaction between actors and institutions is a shared aspect 

between SI scholars. This relates to the systemic nature of the IS concept and its 

holistic approach (Carlsson et al., 2002). Research in this field is therefore frequently 

evaluative studies pointing out relative strengths and weaknesses of particular 

systems, regularly based on sectorial or national comparisons (Suurs, 2009). A fourth 

widespread characteristic in the SI 'family' is the rejection of the linear development 

model. Here, innovation is understood as a result of basic research, pursued by 

applied R&D, resulting in a production and diffusion. Alternatively, SI theory with 

origins from evolutionary economics (Kline and Rosenberg, 1986) emphasizes 

persisting interaction with numerous processes. R&D, market formation and 

production are here parallel processes that reinforce each other through feedback 

mechanisms (Malerba, 2004). The last general feature of the SI theories is the focus 

on sustainable innovations (Freeman et al., 1996b). This holistic and long-term 

direction in this theory is therefore especially relevant for our paper and its objective. 

This paper emphasizes the sectorial dimensions (Breschi and Malerba, 1997; 

Malerba, 2002; Malerba, 2004) within the Norwegian maritime sector. The sectorial 

system approach gives a holistic understanding of the dynamics in the Norwegian 

maritime sector with regards to the topic of this paper. By using this perspective for 

the Norwegian maritime sector we analyze the interdependence of innovation in 

technologies, business models and institutions (Witoszek and Midttun, 2009). 

3.1.2 Sectorial system of innovation 

The sectorial Innovation System (SIS) approach can be viewed as alternative to the 

National Innovation System (NIS) approaches by Lundvall (1992) and Nelson 

(1993). A nation’s innovation accomplishments are mainly studied by NIS 

approaches (Fagerberg, 2005). These studies normally compare a number of nations, 

where the objective is to clarify why some nations are more thriving in achieving 

innovation and economic growth than others (Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1992; 
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Nelson, 1993). This macro perspective on national innovation systems serves as a 

heuristic tool for policy analysis (Edquist, 2004). However, for this paper’s research 

design it has a limited use since it aggregates numerous actors and institutions. 

Furthermore, Malerba and Orsenigo (1996) argue: “patterns of innovative activities 

differ systematically across technological classes, but are remarkably similar across 

countries for each technological class" (Malerba and Orsenigo, 1996: 47). This 

implies that across national innovation systems the outcomes of dissimilarities are 

mainly in nation’s sectorial relationships (Malerba and Orsenigo 1996). The SIS 

(Breschi and Malerba, 1997; Malerba, 2002; Malerba, 2004) converges on the level 

of the industrial sector, and breach with the geographical orientation in the NIS 

approach (Edquist, 2004). Malerba (2004) defines a sector as: ”Different sectorial 

environment in terms of sources, actors, technologies, networks, and institutions 

affect the innovation that takes place. A sector is a set of activities that are unified by 

some related product groups for a given or emerging demand that share some basic 

knowledge” (Malerba, 2004: 9-10). A sectorial system has three building blocks: 

'knowledge and technology', 'actors and networks', and 'institutions'. Firstly, sectorial 

systems differ in terms of 'technology and knowledge'. The key dimensions for these 

are: opportunity, cumulativeness and accessibility for learning. The opportunity for 

technological development differ markedly in sectors, and knowledge may be more 

or less cumulative (Malerba, 2004). This refers to which degree the generation of 

knowledge is based on current knowledge. Knowledge may also have different 

degrees of accessibility, meaning the opportunity to access external knowledge to the 

company (Malerba, 2004). In relevance to the maritime sector, one could ask: how is 

technology and knowledge developed and implicated in the maritime sector? 

Furthermore, what kind of technology will be used to make the sector more 

environmental friendly, and how can it use the knowledge in the most efficient way? 

These are questions we will relate to the three cases in our discussion later in this 

paper. 

Secondly, the dynamic concept of ‘actors and networks’ in innovation implies a 

process that involves systematic interaction among a variety of actors, with the 

purpose of exchange and to generate knowledge relevant to commercialization of 

innovation (Malerba, 2004). This is closely related to Dahmén’s (1989) notion of 
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‘development block’. He defines development block as “a sequence of 

complementarities which by way of series of structural tensions, i.e., disequilibria 

may result in a balanced situation” (Dahmén, 1989: 111). Dahmén stressed the nature 

of economic development and the disequilibrium that result in a continuously 

changing relationship between economic agents. The sequence of disequilibria gives 

the development block its dynamic force, and its potential is dependent of this tension 

within the system. Sometimes the centre may be a cluster of technology in complex 

development blocks, each of which follows a trajectory. The sequence of disequilibria 

generates tensions in the system and this tension creates the development potential 

(Dahmén 1989). When the potential is fully exhausted, meaning that the underlying 

technological trajectory has reached maturity, the established technology is 

superseded by a new technology, which can also be stated as a paradigm shift 

(Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 2001). The theories about development blocks are 

especially interesting in the context of the maritime sector since this sector relates 

heavily on technological competence and communication in its development and 

innovation (Reve, 1992). It is therefore interesting to analyze how this technological 

'block' affects the innovation and the global challenges in the maritime sector. How 

do institutions affect the ‘development block’? Who are the agents and how is 

technology and knowledge developed in the ‘block’? These are questions we will try 

to answer with regards to our three cases. Thirdly, ‘Institutions’ include common 

habits, established practices, rules, laws, standards and norms (Malerba, 2004). These 

institutions vary from binding to less binding, formal to informal, nation-to-nation 

and sector-to-sector. These differences affect the different innovation opportunities 

and are a key building block (Malerba, 2004). Institutions were traditionally regarded 

as obstacles to innovation, but more recent views are that institutions can both hinder 

and support innovation (Edquist, 1997). Institutions and the reliance to innovation are 

by Edquist (1997) assumed to have three basic functions. The first is to provide 

incentives for investing in innovative activities, like governmental subsidies. The 

second is to provide essential information to reduce uncertainty. The third is to 

manage conflicts and cooperation, and thereby be a bridge builder in the innovation 

system (Edquist, 1997). The institutional role of the government and role of setting 

broad policy directions (bridge building) are in OECD (1999) highlighted as the most 
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important institutional role of innovation policy. Furthermore, there are several 

political initiatives in the Norwegian maritime sector. This paper's objective is to 

analyze and highlight the institutional challenges given from governmental 

institutions.    

3.2 The innovation process 

The innovation process is not explicitly examined in the sectorial innovation system 

theory. It reflects that the process is not a linear process from basic research to 

applied research, and further to implement and development of new products 

(Fageberg, 2005). Several theories explain how innovation occurs; in general they are 

based on management, social or economic science. This thesis therefore stresses the 

importance of the open innovation theory and the aspects of internal innovation 

policies. 

3.2.1 Open Innovation 

Chesbrough (2006:1) defines open innovation as: “the use of purposive inflows and 

outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation”. This approach is seen as an 

antithesis of internal research and development of innovation. Open innovation is a 

new paradigm for understanding industrial innovation (Chesbrough, 2006). This 

paper will later through Perez (2002) elaborate on paradigms and how it affects 

innovation. Chesbrough also looks at open innovation as a new paradigm that states 

the necessity of both internal and external ideas when firms look at advancing their 

technology. R&D is treated in this approach as an open system, implying that useful 

knowledge is widely distributed. Firms must connect, identify, and leverage external 

knowledge sources as a core process in innovation. The traditional paradigm 

approach has a vertical integration perspective on innovation. This is a closed 

innovation model, meaning that research is launched from the technology and science 

base in the firm. The term closed is used to illustrate that the projects can only enter 

in the beginning and only exit by going into the market (Chesbrough, 2006). The shift 

to an open innovation paradigm represent a more open innovation model in that 

projects can be launched from either external or internal sources, and the entry of new 

technologies can happen in various stages. Figure 1 in appendix 1 shows an 

illustration of this open innovation model. The projects may enter the market in 

multiple ways; spin-offs, buy-outs, licensing or initial public offering (IPO). The new 
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and contributing part of the open innovation approach to the process of innovation is 

the emphasis of external knowledge and how it plays an equal role as internal 

knowledge (Chesbrough, 2006). This approach is of special interest in the context of 

the maritime sector and the global challenges because the maritime sector is one of 

the most global sectors in the world. The sector is characterized by multinational 

capital, labor and technology (Andersen, 2007). Traditionally, the maritime sector has 

been characterized as a rigid and conservative sector, and the role of political 

institutions has influenced the sector. How this role of policy affects innovation in the 

maritime sector is an interesting subject well related to our thesis. The structure of the 

maritime sector and its innovative processes are formed by rules that are implicitly 

present in the technology, the knowledge and the practices, that characterize the 

sector (Suurs, 2009). For example, the cumulativeness of knowledge or the so-called 

technological regime (Dosi, 1982; Dosi, 1984) elucidates the dissimilarity in the 

innovative activities of industries across sectors (Malerba and Orsenigo, 1996). It is 

therefore interesting to analyze the sector from a dynamic perspective, and combining 

these views with a broader macro perspective and cluster theories. 

3.3 Cluster theory 

It can well be argued that the initial idea of the cluster theory has its origin from 

Alfred Marshall (1919). He refers to 'industrial districts' as 'efficient form of 

constructive cooperation', a statement well related to cluster theory (Marshall, 2006). 

Authors such as Perroux (1950), Hirschman (1958) and Jacobs (1961) have 

subsequently developed the idea further. Today, Michael E. Porter's cluster theory is 

recognized to be one of the most thorough research on this subject through his book 

'The Competitive Advantage of Nations' published in 1990. Porter defines a cluster as 

“geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in a 

particular field” (Porter, 1998: 77). Porter states that economies of scale, 

technological leads and differentiated products create conditions for trade. One 

question he therefore asks is: “Which firms from which nations will reap them?” with 

the follow up question of: “Why does some nations achieve technological superiority, 

produce more differentiated or higher-quality products, or products more attuned to 

customer needs than others?” (Porter, 1990: 70-71). The systemic nature of the 

'diamond' promotes the clustering of nations competitive industries, for an illustration 
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of Porter’s diamond model see figure 1 below 
 

Figure 1: Porter’s diamond model (Source: Porter, 1990). 

 

 

Moreover, nations achieve success in international competition where they possess 

advantages in the 'diamond'. Relating to Porter (1990), the competitive advantage of 

the Norwegian maritime sector is dependent on the dynamic nature of four broad 

attributes of a nation. It is the quality of the interaction between the attributes that 

determine the sectors competitive advantages. 'Factor conditions' reflect on 

endowments such as human resources, physical resources, knowledge resources, 

capital resources and infrastructure. Competitive advantage from factors depends on 

"how efficiently and effectively they are deployed" (Porter, 1990: 76). Hierarchies 

among factors and the question of the creation of the factors are also accounted for. 

Porter exemplifies factor conditions with USA as a substantial exporter of 

agricultural goods, with its abundance of arable land. Another example is the rapid 

growth of manufacturing seen in low-wage countries such as Hong-Kong, Taiwan 

and Thailand (Porter, 1990). 'Demand conditions' are related to the segment structure 

of demand, the standards set by the buyers, the progress of the demand and the ability 
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to internationalize the product or service (Porter, 1990). The interplay of the 

interrelated demand conditions might reinforce each other, and the effects of the 

demand conditions also depend on the other parts of the 'diamond' (Porter, 1990). An 

example of demand conditions playing a significant role was the rise to world 

prominence of U.S. engineering and construction firms in the years following the 

Second World War (Porter, 1990). 'Related and supporting industries' is the third 

attribute of Porter’s 'diamond'. Here, the presence (or absence) of such industries is 

key to creating competitive advantage. It should be noted that a national advantage is 

not necessary in all supplier industries in order to gain competitive advantage, 

especially if the input has no significant effect on the innovation process – or can be 

imported from abroad (Porter, 1990). The final attribute is 'firm strategy, structure 

and rivalry'. Porter finds strong empirical examples of domestic rivalry in the creation 

and persistence of competitive advantage (Porter, 1990). Examples with regards to 

this final attribute is the difference of firm rivalry where nations in leading world 

positions often have a number of strong local rivals, like Sweden and Switzerland. 

Another example is governmental influence and national priorities not only to single 

industries but also to particular issues affecting many industries (Porter, 1990). 

Lastly, the importance of sustained commitment and the influence of national prestige 

also accounts as an important part of the last attribute in Porter’s 'diamond model' 

(Porter, 1990). The role of chance also played a role in the assessment of Porter’s 

study of the most successful industries. Some particularly important examples are 

wars, political decisions, significant shifts in global financial markets and major 

technological discontinues (Porter, 1990).  

3.3.1 Aggrandized work on cluster theory 

In addition to Porter, there are other scholars that have done scientific research on 

cluster studies. A cluster may also be described as: "non-random geographical 

agglomerations of firms with similar or closely complementary capabilities" 

(Maskell&Kebir, 2005). Examples of authors using cluster theory with related case 

studies are Saxenian (1994), Malerba&Breschi (2006), Storper (1995), Maskell 

(1998) and Klepper (2002). These cases include Detroit, Silicon Valley and Route 

128 in Boston, three well-known cluster industries. Saxenian, Breshnanan and 

Gambardella (2001) discuss the results of a two-year research project in regional 
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clusters of entrepreneurship and innovation like Silicon Valley. Many efforts of 

imitating the cluster effects from Silicon Valley have been government sponsored, 

top down or tightly linked to established firms, perhaps also national champions 

(Saxenian et al., 2001). In exemplifying cluster effects these authors talk of external 

effects, both direct and indirect. Direct effects reflect on managers or technologists 

learning about market or technical developments from colleagues in neighboring 

firms and when firms in closely related industries serve as one another's customers or 

suppliers (Saxenian et al., 2001). Indirect reflect is when key inputs are in abundant 

supply or when the overall level of commercial technology activity is high. 

Moreover, these indirect external effects arise from increasing returns to scale in the 

supply of key inputs such as venture capital, which may locate where 

entrepreneurship is dense but support the development of new entrepreneurial firms; 

or commercially oriented activities in universities (Saxenian et al., 2001). These 

external effects have two distinct implications. One is economic growth, where by 

raising the rate of return to invention can push the commercialization of valuable 

technologies faster and closer to markets (Saxenian et al., 2001). The other 

implication of external effects is that the private return to participation in these 

clusters of innovation by entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, technologists and those in 

the key supplier industries can be enormous (Saxenian et al. 2001). Krugman and his 

work "Geography and Trade" (1991) also connect well with the other theories used 

and bridges the past with the present seen from an economical perspective. Krugman 

holds that economics tends to follow the line of least mathematical resistance. Until 

the 1980's the focus on international economics followed the thinking of David 

Ricardo's theory (1817) of comparative advantage.  

From then on the focus shifted to increasing return as the explanation for 

international trade. Krugman illustrates the importance of economic geography, and 

was later awarded with the prestigious Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics. Marshall 

initially developed the notion of agglomeration advantages. Marshall (1919) argued 

that skilled labor, production of non-tradable and informational spillovers creates 

positive externalities for clustered firms (Krugman, 1991). Moreover, Simmie (2004) 

holds that innovation is the key driver of competitiveness and productivity. Simmie 

holds a different view than Porter, and holds that cluster theory does not contribute 
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much to an understanding of the relationship between innovation and economic 

growth. He also states that there is not much empirical evidence to suggest what the 

dynamics of clustering effects achieve in different circumstances and locations 

(Simmie, 2004). Simmie also bring up the question whether clustering is different 

from agglomeration (Simmie, 2004). Moreover, data studies provide little support for 

the proposition that localized clusters deliver innovation. Simmie concludes with the 

need for more empirical evidence related to cluster theory and that the proponents of 

cluster dynamics need to be able to explain the relative significance of both 

concentration and international linkages (Simmie, 2004). 

3.4 Knowledge rational for economic growth  

The role of knowledge development is in both the systems of innovation and cluster 

theory considered vital for economic growth. The Sectorial System of Innovation 

(SIS) highlights how knowledge has a vital role in production and innovation 

(Malerba, 2004). This has also been stressed by evolutionary scholars such as Nelson 

(1995), Dosi (1997) and Metcalfe (1998) as well as writings on knowledge based 

economy such as Lundvall (1993) Lundvall and Johnson (1994) and Cowan et al. 

(2000). Here, knowledge is regarded to be vastly idiosyncratic at the firm level, and 

does not diffuse automatically and freely among firms. It has to be absorbed by firms 

through their differential abilities accumulated over time (Malerba, 2002:251). 

Furthermore, Lundvall argues that ”knowledge is the most fundamental recourse in 

modern economy, and accordingly, that the most important process is learning" 

(Lundvall, 1992:1). The cluster literature has also stressed the importance of 

knowledge as a production factor. Simmie (2004) argues for knowledge spillovers in 

clusters. Knowledge developed locally is argued to convert into a semi-public good. 

The reason for this is that it is unattainable to prevent knowledge spilling from public 

research institutions (Simmie, 2004). However, dependency on local cluster for 

knowledge development within a cluster may lead to intellectual inbreeding and 

‘lock-in’ (Simmie, 2004). This ‘lock-in’ may be economical for some industrial 

clusters, and companies are exposed to major technology shifts. Consequently, 

Simmie argues that strong linkages with international customer and national suppliers 

are more critical than linkages locally (Simmie, 2004). This is also emphasized by 

Krugman (1995), as he regards clusters to be agglomerations and knowledge 
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linkages. The clusters require a critical mass of knowledge and industrial actors at 

every step of the value chain. Krugman argues for the necessity of a close relation to 

industries and knowledge-pools to be utilized (Krugman, 1995). With regards to 

innovation processes in a cluster, Kaufmann and Tödtling (2000) state that linkages 

to systems should support innovation processes and networks to circumvent ‘lock-in’ 

of cluster routines and traditions. In the context of Norway and the Norwegian 

maritime sector Reve and Jakobsen (2001) position the combination of ocean, 

technology and knowledge as a source for Norway's unique maritime position 

internationally. The Norwegian maritime sector is considered to be a complete cluster 

(Reve and Jackobsen, 2001). This sector is argued to have strong business dynamics, 

a large knowledge level, high concentration of international actors and close relations 

to the oil sector. Ergo, actors complete the whole value chain (Reve and Jakobsen, 

2001). Earlier, the competitive advantages for the maritime sector were a result of 

exogenous factors, like natural resources such as fish and oil (Riis, 2000). This is still 

an important factor, but the competitive advantages for this sector are dependent on 

endogenous factors. These factors are developed in the cluster, and are essential for 

further development (Reve and Jakobsen, 2001). Furthermore, Reve (2009) 

emphasizes the central role of knowledge through R&D. He argues for a Norwegian 

maritime knowledge-hub, which is a 'supercluster', focusing on advanced knowledge 

generation through R&D development. The linkage between industries, commercial 

and knowledge actors are high – and competent risk capital is highly available (Reve, 

2009). The combination of risk capital (VC and competent investors) and research, 

innovation and education makes the groundwork for industrial development. This 

results in so-called positive knowledge externalities (Reve, 2009). Industrial actors 

are then able to take advantage of this common knowledge environment by 

interacting closely with demanding customers, advanced suppliers and specialized 

R&D institutions (Reve, 2009: 14). For an illustration of Reve's knowledge hub see 

figure 2 below.  
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Figure 2:  The maritime sector as a knowledge hub (Source: Reve 2009). 

 
Reve’s knowledge-hub theory is highly interesting for the analysis of the cases in our 

thesis. There are already numerous academic works and cluster studies of the 

Norwegian maritime sector, and this is therefore not the objective of this thesis. This 

is in addition not the objective of this thesis. The objective of this thesis is however to 

analyze the innovation processes and knowledge development in entrepreneurial 

ventures. This is something that earlier scholars studying the Norwegian maritime 

sectors do not highly emphasize.  

3.5 Technology development and technological paradigms 

Theories about technological development have generally been categorized in two 

broad categories, 'demand-pull' and 'technology-push' specifically. These categories 

relates to the degree of autonomy of the innovative activity from short-run changes in 

the economic environment (Dosi, 1982: 147). The difficulties with these categories 

are that they present a rather crude conception of technical change as an essentially 

reactive mechanism based on a 'black box' of readily available technological 

possibility (Dosi, 1982). Dosi (1982) emphasized these difficulties and suggested an 

interpretation of the determinants and directions of technical change by referring to 

technological paradigms and technological trajectories. Based on Kuhn (1962), Dosi 

defines technological paradigms as: “A ‘model’ and a ‘pattern’ of solution of selected 

technological problem based on selected principles derived from natural science and 

on selected material technologies (Dosi, 1982: 152)”. Dosi defines ‘normal science’ 

as “the actualization of a promise” (Dosi, 1982: 152). Technical changes are by Dosi 

recognized to be contained in a scientific paradigm and a technological trajectory, 
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which he refers to as: “the pattern of ‘normal’ problem solving activity (i.e. of 

‘progress’) on the ground of a technological paradigm” (Dosi, 1982: 152). More 

precisely, Dosi (1982) emphasizes that historical ‘patterns’ embodies strong 

prescriptions on the directions of technical changes. Furthermore, based on Dosi’s 

technical paradigms and technology trajectories theory, Perez (2002) developed the 

theory about 'techno-economic paradigm shifts. 

3.5.1 Techno-economic paradigm shifts 

Neo-Schumpeterian Perez follows Schumpeter by incorporating technological 

revolutions at the center of her theoretical work. She also emphasizes more on 

business cycles and how it affects technological evolutions (Fagerberg, 2005). Their 

economic impacts include "a transformation of the institutions of governance, of 

society and of ideologies and culture" (Perez, 2002: 24). Table 1 in appendix 1 shows 

the five technological revolutions over the last 200 years. A technologic revolution is 

characterized by its capacity to go beyond the industries it creates and provides 

generic technologies that modernize the whole economic structure (Fagerberg, 2005: 

249). Perez refers to this overarching process to a gradual construction of a new 

‘techno-economic paradigm’ that lasts about a half a century (Perez, 2002). We use 

techno-economic paradigm theory and theory about technology trajectories in order 

to understand the maritime sector in a more holistic manner. 

3.5.2 The evolution of a technological revolution 

The combination of radical and incremental innovations visualizes the lifecycles of 

technological revolution, as shown in figure 2 in appendix 1. When first introduced 

(phase 1), every radical innovation is relative primitive. In its process of production 

there is much experimenting in the market and among initial users. 

Then it progressively consolidates in the market and its main trajectory is identified 

(phase 2). Furthermore, there is an escalation of successive incremental 

improvements (Phase 3), which in time confronts constraints (phase 4). This is when 

the technology reaches is maturity (Perez, 2002: 30). Perez questions the validity of 

Schumpeter’s perspective on incremental innovation in considering them as part of 

routines of continuous processes. By referring to studies on the role of natural 

trajectories as a set of criteria steering the direction and stimulating the search for 

incremental innovations (Nelson and Winter et al., 1982), Perez finds it difficult to 
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explain creative destruction on non-entrepreneurial routine operations (Perez, 2004). 

She refers to these aspect routines in innovation as the double character of routines as 

obstacles and guides for innovation (Perez, 2004). By this she means that incremental 

change is guided by mutually heuristic routines, but also many radical innovations 

emerge as a respond to the critical conditions faced when the industry reaches 

technological maturity. However, Perez (with Schumpeter) recognizes that innovation 

is not usually an isolated process. Rather, innovation develops in clusters connected 

to random agglomerations (Perez, 2004). Freeman (1982) relates this to the term ‘new 

technology systems’ and emphasize on interactions and the interdependency in a 

Schumpeterian cluster. Products and processes, in organization and equipment form a 

coherent and mutually set of technologies, capable of carrying a wave of growth in 

the economy (Freeman, 1982). This implies that the evolution of new technology 

systems follows certain collective logic; Nelson and Winter termed this a ‘generalized 

natural trajectory’ (Nelson and Winter, 1982). 

3.5.3 Great surges of development 

In an addition to the neo-Schumpeterian perspective in long waves of economic 

growth, Perez proposes the concept of ‘great surges of development’. This concept 

focuses on the transmission of the technological revolutions and the incorporation by 

the economic and social systems (Perez, 2002). Schumpeter recognizes the socio-

political implications, but persist in all non-economic effects of technical change as 

external factors in his model (Schumpeter, 1939). Perez in contrast correspond to the 

gradually transformation of the techno-economic and the socio-institutional spheres 

of the social system, through the assimilation of each major cluster of technical 

change (Perez, 2004). A great surge is defined as: “the process by which a 

technological revolution and its techno-economic paradigm propagate across the 

economy, leading to structural changes in production, distribution, communication 

and consumption, as well as to profound and qualitative social changes (Perez, 2002: 

20). One could argue that we currently are half way – at least – in this last revolution, 

and many people argue that the next revolution will be an environmental one, 

possibly named ‘The Green Focus’. This is of course debatable, but with the current 

2020 target set out by the Obama administration and the Copenhagen protocol in 

itself it sure is a decent bet on where the focus will be in the time to come. 
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3.5.4 Carbon lock-in 

With regards to the maritime sector and the shipping industry, carbon lock-in could 

arguably relate to Dosi and Perez' technology trajectories and paradigm shifts. In the 

future we may see a shift from the established non-environmental friendly carbon 

technologies to a sustainable technology that may alter the energy consumption of the 

whole society. Industrial economies and the world of renewable technologies are 

argued by Unhruh (Unruh et al., 2000) to be heavily affected by a ‘carbon lock- in’. 

Over the last decades, a network of interrelated actors (governments, scientist, firms 

and consumers) has evolved into an interlinked complex of institutions, technologies 

and actors. These complexes provide continuously reinforcements to further 

development of carbon-based technologies, in the form of accumulation of 

knowledge, technology network externalities and scale of economies (Unruh, 2000). 

The benefits of earlier growth from available cheap and readily carbon reinforces 

these mechanisms. This way, the ascendancy of the fossil technology use may be 

viewed as a side effect of the technological systems and contributed in driving toward 

the powerful economies of the world today (Freeman, 1996a). There is an essential 

need to reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission and the challenge is to shift in the 

direction of actions that goes ahead of technology R&D to strategies that focuses on 

the rapid and large-scale absorption of sustainable energy technologies (Brown, 

2007). The challenge for these sustainable technologies is that while they are feasible, 

there are various obstacles that prevent them from gaining market share. Obstacles for 

GHG technologies are; incumbent technology support systems, business risk of 

innovation and high transaction cost (Brown, 2007). Figure 3 in the appendix 1 

illustrates this carbon lock-in problem with developing sustainable technologies. The 

positive support and feedback from existing government, suppliers, financial 

institutions and infrastructure sustains the status quo even in face of superior 

substitutes (Brown, 2007). There is also an array of business risk associated with new 

and emerging technologies. Many GHG are relatively new and the uncertainty of its 

impacts makes actors risk averse (Brown, 2007). The lock-in of incumbent 

technologies makes a transfer to the emerging sustainable technologies associated 

with high transaction and switching costs (Brown, 2007). The policy environment 

also reinforces the incumbent technologies, policy uncertainty affects the market 
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efficiency and the market becomes reluctant to innovate (Brown, 2007). 

With regards to the environmental challenges, there seems to be a misalignment 

between the incumbent and the emerging sustainable technologies. The cost of carbon 

emitting technologies and the benefits from sustainable technologies in the future is 

for the existing market actors difficult to comprehend. From a historical perspective, 

there is reason for optimism to this problem. Throughout history, considerable 

transitions are known to emerge. Carlota Perez refers to this transition as a ‘techno-

economic paradigm shift’. Technological transition involves massively composite 

processes developing over a long time-period, over a wide extent of social structures 

and over large geographical areas. This holistic nature of transition makes a macro 

perspective (techno-economic theory) useful in developing a transition theory for a 

more sustainable technology in the maritime sector. On the other hand, to gain a 

broad perspective an understanding of the underlying processes (micro/ meso level) is 

necessary for understanding the possible transition to a more sustainable technology 

development. The recent history shows that technological innovations are the core of 

these processes, and transitions transpire around novel technologies. Based on a 

historical view, sustainable technological innovations and its development of the 

related built-up structure can be related to a technology trajectory. The direction of 

the trajectory can be influenced, but this is very challenging since the technology 

trajectories is embedded in institutional path dependency. These views are also shared 

by the previously mentioned theories of Nelson and Winter (1982), Perez (2002) and 

Dosi (1982). 

3.6 Theoretical limitations 

Sectorial systems of innovation theory are associated with some conceptual 

diffuseness (Edquist, 2004). The term institution is for instance used with different 

meaning. Some authors refer to institutions in terms of organizational actors as well 

as institutional rules. Other authors refer to institutions as the 'rules of the game' 

(Lundvall, 1992). Furthermore, Edquist (1997) states that this diffuseness makes the 

systems of innovation approaches not a formal theory, in the sense of providing 

precise proportions concerning causal relations among variables. The SSI approach is 

more a conceptual framework than a formal theory (Edquist, 1997). Another 

weakness in this theory is the lack of appropriate specific boundaries for a system 
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(Edquist, 2004). Nelson states that: ”no sharp guide to just what should be included 

in the innovation system” Nelson (1993: 5-6). However, Breschi and Malerba (1997) 

on the one hand states that “Sectorial Innovation System (SIS) can be defined as that 

system (group) of firms active in developing and making a sector's products and in 

generating and utilizing a sector's technologies" (Breschi and Malerba, 1997: 131). 

On the other hand, using definitions of a sector does not necessary elucidate the 

boundaries issues. It is not perceptible what a sector is, and the boundaries are often 

theoretical or social compositions. These compositions also expose the specific 

intention of the study (Edquist, 2004). Studies based on cluster theory have received 

some critiques. Firstly, there seems to be a lack of consensus in the definition of a 

cluster. Porter (1998a) defined a cluster as: “geographic concentrations of 

interconnected companies and institutions in a particular field” (Porter, 1998a: 77). 

This critique is based on the lack of a mutual understanding of the boarders of a 

cluster. Edquist and McKelvey (2000) states: “A cluster's boundaries are defined by 

the linkages and complementarities across industries and institutions that are most 

important to competition. Although clusters often fit within political boundaries, they 

may cross-state or even national borders” (Edquist and McKelvey, 2000: 79). This 

definition covers the geographical aspects of a cluster. However, the "linkages and 

complementarities" as crucial indicators of boundaries can be criticized since 

countless firms have competitive relations and complementarities with other local 

firms in their area. This on the other hand, gives advantages of applying cluster 

theories on very dissimilar object of studies. It represents a challenge by using 

universal principles on essentially dissimilar settings. 

Furthermore, with regards to the lack of clear boundaries of clusters, Martin and 

Sunley (2003) argues that the notion of cluster can be used in a variety of situations, 

"depending on what the aim of the exercise is, or the client or policymaker for whom 

the analysis is intended” (Martin and Sunley, 2003: 12). There is also an increasing 

acceptance by cluster-scholars that clusters differ (Harrison et al., 1996). They also 

argue that cluster studies have given little attention to the role of entrepreneurial 

dynamics in the origin and growth of a cluster (Harrison et al., 1996). The cluster 

approach toward economic activities and economic growth has also received some 

critique from socioeconomic scholars (Spilling, 2007). In general, these concerns 
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have been raised with regards to economic means. Cluster studies claim that business 

political means should be separated on the ground of a cluster’s strength (Spilling, 

2007). This is by socioeconomics argued demanding, claiming that it is unattainable 

to verify where the cluster effects exist, and where there are only lobbyists 'rent 

seeking'. This term is referred by socioeconomic as the process where business 

lobbyists are seeking governmental funding on the grounds on empty arguments and 

conduct misallocation of resources (Spilling, 2007). From a scientific theoretical 

perspective, this socioeconomically opposition toward cluster studies can be seen as a 

paradigm conflict. Cluster scholars with a background in business and strategy 

studies are challenging the hegemonic claim socioeconomics scholars traditionally 

have had on analyzing economic policies (Spilling, 2007).   

The evolutionary macro perspective by Perez (2002), Nelson and Winter (1982) and 

Dosi (1982) represents a significant role in our understanding of the relation between 

technology and finance. There are however some critical aspects of these views. The 

lack of systematic empirical work for some of the key arguments about the role of 

finance in funding innovation is one criticized aspect (Fagerberg, 2005). The techno-

economic paradigm notion has also been criticized from a sociological perspective 

with regards to policies issues. It has been criticized to have a overly general 

application to the policy implications (Green et al., 1999). The symmetrical conduct 

of non-human and human actors and removing underlying determinism may be 

argued to be a bit implicit (Green, 1999). The preferred flexible level of aggregation 

is more on a meso-level. This is to conceal the level of nations, national governments 

specific organizations and patterns of consumption. Perez (2002) enlightens how 

technologies enlargement proceeds, but not how some technologies are preferred in 

preference to another within the principles of a paradigm, or how stabilization occurs 

(Green, 1999). In Perez’ evolutionary theory an important feature is the 

disequilibrium and the endogenous selection mechanisms. She recognizes the 

inclusion-exclusion mechanism but not so much the selection mechanisms as 

consumer behavior that are imperative on a meso-level analysis. Perez' model also 

represent some problematic aspects with regards the expected 6th paradigm. The next 

paradigm shift is by Freeman et al. (1996a) expected to be a shift to the necessary 

energy and material saving technologies. The critique in this context is the huge 
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distance between the basics of a technology and the actual processes and products. 

This is the visible manifestation of a combination of technology principles and their 

supporting social institutions. There are no guarantees for pro-environmental policies 

that they will be accepted in existing institutions. The techno-economic paradigm 

model can be argued to be a broad brush for the necessary understanding of the 

required changes (Green, 1999). The 'natural' characteristic of a technological 

trajectory is also an aspect that can be argued against from a sociological perspective. 

Sociologist contends that technological trajectories can never be 'natural' in a techno-

economic paradigm. They argue it to be a result of: "cumulative bias built by 

economic and social institutions and actors" (Green, 1999: 784). From this 

perspective, a techno-economic paradigm is a result of path-dependency. A result of a 

collection of semi-independent decisions, and it is difficult to argue that the right 

policy makers are intervening in the structuring of an appropriate paradigm (Green, 

1999). From a sociological perspective, there is a need for analysis that captures the 

local dynamics of innovation to increase the validity of the work by Perez (2002), 

Nelson and Winter (1977) and Dosi (1982).  

 

4. Method 

To analyze the Norwegian maritime sector with regards to obtaining the challenges 

and possible solutions for sustainable growth is a task that is not only ambitious, but 

also very difficult to achieve with high validity. This is a large and complex sector, 

where underlying factors are difficult to comprehend. However, the objective for this 

paper is not a generalization of the challenges for a sustainable development maritime 

sector as a whole. The objective is to uncover the challenges experienced in the three 

case studies and reflect on these with regards to other actors within the Norwegian 

maritime equipment industry. It is therefore important to stress the modest approach 

to our insights. To tackle the challenges at hand, this paper uses the diamond model 

by Porter (1990) as a macro framework to analyze the empirical data from our three 

cases. With regards to the innovation processes, this thesis uses the sectorial attributes 

by Malerba (2004) and the open innovation concept by Chesbrough (2006). The 

controversies in cluster and innovation approaches are dealt with by combining the 

semi-overlapping approaches for a holistic understanding of the innovation processes 
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and the dynamics in the three cases. Exogenous and endogenous factors influence the 

sectors development and to recognize these factors, case studies are the most 

constructive method (Andersen, 1997).  

4.1 Research design 

Our research question is directed at the challenges for a sustainable maritime sector 

and the coupling between technological knowledge, venture capital and governmental 

innovation policies. For a deeper and more holistic understanding of our research 

question we believe that an in-depth qualitative research is the most useful method. A 

quantitative research may not be as flexible as a qualitative study of the sector. 

However, the interrelatedness and nature of actors and industries in the maritime 

cluster is easier to recognize with a qualitative method. By using qualitative data this 

paper obtains an analytical description of the three cases, rather than statistical 

generalization. This strengthens the validity of our insights since this method is based 

on close relations and sensitivity to the data selection (Grønmo, 2004). Following a 

qualitative method, case studies and in-depth interviews becomes a natural approach 

for this theses and its objective. In comparative studies of the three cases the 

objective is to connect our insight to the universe for our objects of study. The 

universe for this study consists of actors in the Norwegian maritime sector developing 

environmental friendly technologies. Our cases are representative for generalization 

since they are regarded to share the characteristic for units in this sector. This paper 

uses a collective case study method to provide a general understanding by using a 

number of instrumental case studies from multiple sites (Yin, 2003). 

4.2 Sample of studies 

This paper uses empirical data from the three entrepreneurial ventures OceanSaver, 

OptiMarin and AMC. These samples are based on a strategic purposive sample, 

which is more flexible than probability samples (Grønmo, 2004). These were selected 

as the thesis evolved and on the grounds of preliminary analyses. The advantage with 

this sample method is that it in the evolution process increases our insight with 

regards to new samples that are strategically significant for this thesis. Our sample 

may be referred to as a snowball sample, since our sample is based on referrals from 

initial subjects to generate additional subjects (Grønmo, 2004). In addition, these 

samples were preferred since they represent innovative sustainable maritime 
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technologies based on high technologic knowledge. They are also relevant since they 

are in the maritime equipment industry, and actors within this industry have 

experienced a larger growth than interrelated industries (Jakobsen, 2007). This thesis 

also builds its research on the notion that the maritime equipment industry represents 

a key role for a sustainable maritime sector (Andersen, 2007)   

4.3 Primary data 

The primary data in our thesis is based on in-depth interviews with key persons in the 

three entrepreneurial ventures. We have emphasized interviewing persons with a key 

role in the development of the technology. These individuals also play a vital role for 

the venture in general to give this paper the necessary reliable data. The first 

interview was conducted in Oslo with OceanSaver's Aage Bjørn Andersen March 5th 

2010. The second interview was conducted in Stavanger with OptiMarin‘s Tor 

Øystein Kleppa and Birgir Nilsen March 26th. The last interview of our case studies 

was executed in Fredrikstad with AMC’s Stein Dietrichson May 18th. The intention 

of interviewing these persons was to get targeted and case-relevant information 

containing perceived causal inferences (Yin, 2003). The interviews were semi-

structured, where an interview guide represented the framework for the interview. 

However, the interview was structured in a matter where the respondent and 

interviewer were able to deviate if additional questions were necessary. This made the 

interviews more fluid and less rigid, and in addition had the advantage of the 

researcher being able to ask subsequent questions necessary when new insights 

transpired (Grønmo, 2004). The respondent was interviewed with regards to; the 

current economic situation, innovation and entrepreneurship, knowledge 

development, the maritime cluster, financial funding, environmental and political 

issues. These issues are central for our thesis, and for an overview of the interview 

guide see appendix 2. These interviews were also digitally recorded to avoid any 

misinterpretations and to secure potential loss of vital information. 

4.4 Secondary data 

Secondary data consist of information retrieved from the different actors. To get an 

analytical perspective of the maritime sector and in order to comprehend aspects vital 

for this thesis, statistical data from SSB (Statistics Norway) and other governmental 

agencies has provided us with useful data. Also, scientific research papers with 
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related topics have been used as valuable sources for information. Furthermore, 

annual reports, web pages from industry associations and newspapers have been 

useful in the development of the interviews and the analysis of this thesis. 

4.5 Limitation of the research design 

The limitation in our research design is first and foremost it descriptive nature. 

Behavior is only described and not explained in case studies (Grønmo, 2004). Our 

limited sample also represents a limitation to our insight and recommendation to the 

maritime sector. Using a snowball sample also represent a limitation in that it is 

necessary to make strategic reflection on vital issues for the development of our 

sample. Increasing the sample based on referrals from initial subjects necessitate an 

evaluation of these subjects agenda for the referrals. The criteria for new referrals and 

subjects have a limited indication. However, using this method is useful since our 

initial insight and overview of the sector was limited. Our collective case studies also 

have some limits in the use of in interviews for empirical findings. In an interview 

setting there are several aspects necessary to be aware of; the respondent’s reply may 

be affected by the researchers objective, the respondents self presentation or 

recollection may affect the respond, the communication between the respondent and 

the researchers could potential be unsatisfying, and lead to a lack of interest where the 

respondent’s reply is not relevant. Moreover, in an interview setting respondent may 

lack the willingness, ability and understanding to answer the question. These are 

issues that may limit our insight and understanding of the objectives in this thesis. 

Alternatively, our research design and our sample could have been based on a 

probability sample, based on standardized methods. This would require a well-

defined sample and a qualitative approach or a combination of qualitative and 

quantitative method. An alternative method could lead to other insight and findings, 

however the use of quantitative data could make it difficult to reveal the dynamics 

necessary for our understanding of the sector.  

 

5. An outline of the Norwegian maritime cluster 

The Norwegian maritime sector is characterized as a strong maritime cluster (Reve et 

al., 1992). On this characteristic, the maritime sector is often referred to as the 

maritime cluster. The Norwegian maritime cluster is of great size and is of the most 
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prominent maritime sectors globally (Andersen, 2007). The completeness of the 

sector can be viewed as a cause for the maritime competence and knowledge that is 

present (Andersen, 2007). For an illustration of the maritime sector as a cluster see 

figure 4 in appendix 1. The sector can broadly stated be divided into four different 

sub-industries; ship owners, service providers, shipbuilders and maritime equipment 

industry. Firstly, the ship owners segment also includes oilrigs and drilling, which is 

the largest sub-industry in terms of value creation with 36 BNOK. In total there are 

1827 Norwegian owned ships (2008), with a total of 46 872 096 dwt. making Norway 

the fifth largest shipping nation in terms of size (Brustad, 2009). The value creation 

of this sub-industry has decreased over the last two years, as the total value was 38 

BNOK in 2007. The reason for this decrease can be explained by a falling shipping 

market, which in terms result in lower valued ships, lower shipping rates and an 

increase of available ships in the market (Brustad, 2009). Shipping is nevertheless the 

biggest value of export in Norway after oil and gas, and the biggest when it comes to 

service export. Some firms central to this part of the sector is the RO-RO shipping 

company Hoegh Autoliners, who in 2008 moved forty-three ships back to Norway 

due to better tax conditions than earlier. Secondly, the service providers include the 

likes of ship financing, insurance, law, classification, ship brokering and port 

services. Some institutions worthy of mention are DnB Nor, Nordea, Skuld, 

Gjensidige, Fernleys, RS Platou, Grieg and DNV. DNV has 16 percent of the global 

market for ship classification. Also, Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Børs) is among the 

most important arenas for trading stocks with maritime relations. Thirdly, 

shipbuilding in Norway has a long tradition and Norway is known for its expertise in 

this field internationally (Andersen, 2007). However, the emergence of cost-effective 

maritime nations such as Korea and China has made this part of the industry 

specifically hard to compete in. Although Norwegian shipbuilding companies saw a 

great upswing in the early 00's, the combination of a sharp downturn in the market 

and cost effective competitors like Hyundai Heavy Industries, Samsung Heavy 

Industries, and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering represents a serious 

challenge for this part of the sector. Norwegian firms such as Aker Yards have 

specialized in advanced ships, where competence and knowledge together create 

innovative milieus as their competitive edge (Andersen, 2007). The last segment is 
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the maritime equipment industry. This is the segment where our objects of study are 

operating within and our insights are based on the findings from ventures operating in 

this segment of the maritime cluster. For an overview of the maritime sector with 

regards to the value creation and the different segments see figure 5 in appendix 1. 

Here you can see that the maritime equipment industry is not the largest by volume. 

However, this segment has seen the greatest increase in terms of value creation in the 

Norwegian maritime cluster sector the last couple of years (Brustad, 2009). There 

seems to be a massive growth potential in this segment and is therefore especially 

interesting for this thesis' objective. 

5.1 The maritime equipment industry 

Actors within this segment are developing product such as motors, pump systems, 

navigation systems, paint and positioning systems. Norwegian suppliers for maritime 

equipment deliver about 7 percent of the total industry, and export about 70 percent 

of the total products made. This sector employs 22 000 people, and the total value 

created was in 2005 approximately 17B NOK. Some of the major players are Jotun 

AS, Frank Mohn AS and Kongsberg Gruppen (Andersen, 2007). Table 2 in appendix 

1 shows an overview of the 15 largest companies in this segment with regards to 

turnover, labor costs and net operating profit. These numbers are remarkably higher 

compared with many other sectors in Norway. This is also representative for the 

maritime sector as a whole (Jakobsen, 2007). The maritime equipment industry 

increased its growth from 17 BNOK to 27 BNOK from 2005 to 2007, and thereby 

contributed greatly to the upswing and also to the Norwegian economy (Brustad, 

2009). The main contributors are Frank Mohn AS, Jotun AS, Rolls Royce and 

Kongsberg Gruppen. The growth in this segment is mainly a result of investment 

within Norway. Furthermore this sector has also experienced an increase in the 

international shipbuilding market (Jakobsen, 2007). However, this industry 

experienced a downturn in 2002 as a result of weak markets, a strong Norwegian 

currency, high interest rate and labor costs. This situation changed to some degree for 

the maritime sector in 2003, except for the maritime equipment industry. This 

industry experienced a downturn in profitability until 2005. Nevertheless, 2005 was a 

very strong year with an 8 percent operating margin and a growth in the number of 

people employed (Jakobsen, 2007). Figure 6 in appendix 1 gives an overview of this 
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segment with regards to value creation in the time period 1996-2005. The numbers 

are listed in MNOK, where the blue area represents net operating profit and the green 

area represents labor cost. This table illustrates the already mentioned economical 

downturn in the industry and the following turnaround in 2005.  

5.2 Globalization and governmental frameworks 

The Norwegian government is a vital player to the Norwegian maritime cluster. 

Differing tax rules has been a subject of discussion, and also a hinder for fair global 

competition. In accordance to the EU-commission, the Norwegian government has 

therefore tightened the spending on financial support for shipping (Brustad, 2009). So 

instead of giving financial support directly to the companies, the Norwegian 

government is trying to build a foundation through knowledge and science in schools 

through other investments. One example of this was the change in a specific shipping 

tax known as 'Rederiskatteordningen' in 2007 (Brustad, 2009). This new framework 

is certainly more stable and makes is easier for the companies to plan ahead. Another 

international governmental decision was ratified in 2006. The maritime labor 

convention aims at eliminating social dumping, and the framework for this 

convention was influenced by the Norwegian government. In regards to sustainable 

green solutions the Norwegian government has set a goal of Norway having the most 

environmental friendly maritime sector and be a pioneer in creating sustainable green 

solutions (Brustad, 2009). Science and innovation are key aspects in this project. 

Norway has also through their influence in the International Maritime Organization 

(IMO) created a resolution affecting pollution of NOx and with regards to scrapping 

of ships. EU's program 'Marco Polo' is an international aim at moving transport from 

the road to sea, rail and inner waterways. The Norwegian government is supporting 

this initiative financially by marketing through SPC Norway (Brustad, 2009). 

Exemplifying the importance of governmental frameworks, and especially interesting 

in this thesis with regards to the case studies with OptiMarin and OceanSaver is the 

Ballast Water Convention by the IMO. Ballast water pollution is regarded as one of 

the four greatest threats to the world oceans (IMO, 2010a). Ballast is defined as: 

“material used to weight and/or balance an object” (IMO, 2010a). See figure 7 in 

appendix 1 for an illustration of this process. Modern ships use water as ballast since 

this is more economical and efficient than solid ballast. Empty of cargo a ship fills 
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with ballast water, and discharges it when loading cargo (IMO, 2010a). Ships move 

80 percent of the world’s commodities, and transfer approximately 3 to 5 billion tons 

of ballast water globally each year (IMO, 2010a). Microorganisms entering new 

marine life through ballast transportation represent a threat to the local marine 

ecosystem (IMO, 2010a). The Zebra Mussel from Europe has infested over 40 

percent of internal waterway in the USA. This is estimated to have required between 

US $750 million and US $1 billion in expenditure on control measures between 1989 

and 2000 (IMO, 2010a). A political response to this threat was initiated by the 

UNCED (Conference on Environment and Development) in 1992. This resulted in 

the establishment of the International Maritime Organization Ballast Water 

Convention in 2004. This convention states that all ships need BWT implemented 

and approved by the IMO performance standards prior to 2016. However, this 

convention will enter into force 12 months after ratification by 30 nations, 

representing 35 percent of world merchant shipping tonnage. In March 2010 the 

convention was signed by 26 percent of the merchant shipping tonnage or 22 nations. 

In order to sell BWT systems a company also needs an IMO-approval of the 

technology (IMO, 2010b).  

5.3 Maritime knowledge development 

Norway has great traditions with regards to shipping. Norwegian Vikings ruled the 

oceans a millennium ago, and Norway has traditionally over the last century been 

strong in shipbuilding both at the west coast and in Oslo. The combination of 

knowledge, technology and ocean has put Norway in a unique global position (Reve, 

2009). Natural resources such as oil and gas combined with the knowledge derived 

from working with these resources has contributed to Norway being a dominant 

maritime nation (Reve, 2009). Norway also dominates in advances niches like the 

offshore oil industry, seafood and the maritime service industry (Reve, 2009). As 

mentioned earlier, Norway also has much knowledge regarding classification, 

insurance and financing of maritime activities. With a strong global focus on 

environmental friendly solutions, consider that ocean transportation is the most 

efficient and climate friendly way of transportation (Reve, 2009). Having one of the 

highest cost levels in the world, Norway has to develop smarter and more cost 

efficient technological solutions to stay competitive in the global business arena. By 
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combining R&D resources of universities, institutes and industrial companies 

Norway has through its dedication to knowledge and technology emerged as a global 

maritime knowledge-hub. Through centuries of investments in maritime expertise the 

question is now how a strong vision and strategy can be formed in order to build an 

economic foundation to secure Norway's economical future (Reve, 2009). In order to 

further develop this global maritime knowledge hub the need for strong institutions is 

present. Through research institution such as SINTEF, Marinek and NTNU in 

Trondheim Norway has a world leading science milieu (Brustad, 2009). One could 

argue that this is a knowledge hub for maritime knowledge development. Trondheim, 

argued to be the technology capital of Norway, has through NTNU trained most of 

Norway's engineers over the last hundred years (Reve, 2009). NTNU also hosts 

CeSOS (Centre for Ships and Ocean Structures), a research facility with fifty 

researchers and professors contributing to maritime firms and institutions. This centre 

is also world leading research institute in hydro dynamics and maritime technologies 

(Reve, 2009). Furthermore, SINTEF is the largest independent research organization 

in Scandinavia. They offer research-based knowledge and related services through 

advisory to Norwegian and international customers. Their vision 'Technology for a 

better society' corresponds well with the diversity of offered services in industrial 

market clusters such as materials and chemistry, IKT, petroleum and energy and 

marine service (Reve, 2009). SINTEF marine also hosts MARINTEK, whose primary 

research and innovation areas are the development and operations of ships, offshore 

structures and operations. Norwegian and international oil companies, shipping 

companies, consultants and shipyards are among their main customers. Their 

historical innovations are the ship model tank, ocean basin laboratory, propulsion and 

guidance systems, LNG gas engines and floating production (FPSO) (Reve, 2009). 

Another central institution with regards to knowledge development in the maritime 

cluster is DNV, an independent firm specializing in managing risk. DNV was 

founded in 1864 from an initiative of insurance companies as a specialist group 

evaluating damages from wrecks and loss of ship cargo. Classification and 

certification are key words in their effort to make companies act as safely as possible 

in an efficient manner. They also perform statutory services, consulting, design, 

logistics services, fuel testing and other research focused towards the maritime 
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cluster. With 9000 employees globally, 2500 in Norway, DNV has stood the test over 

time (Reve, 2009). They continue their close link to maritime services and are so-fort 

a key contributor to maritime knowledge development. Moreover, within the area of 

maritime science and knowledge, MAROFF through Norges Forskningsråd 

(Norwegian Science Board) is most certainly worthy of mention. Under this program 

several projects have been developed.  Some of the other supporting governmental 

projects with regards to science and innovation includes further education of teachers 

and professors, maritime schools, development of master studies, and maritime 

equipment (Brustad, 2009).  

5.4 Norwegian venture capital 

For our understanding of VC and the maritime sector, a general overview of the 

private equity (PE) is necessary. PE is an extensive term that refers to any kind of 

equity investment in assets that are not freely traded on a stock exchange (EVCA, 

2007). A definition of private equity is: “equity capital provided by investors to non-

quoted company with a high potential of growth” (EVCA, 2007). The objective of PE 

investments is to add value to the firm through active ownership. PE is in U.S. 

terminology and in our paper divided into Venture Capital (VC) and buyouts (EVCA, 

2007). External equity might refer to share capital, and external debt could refer to 

bond, loans etc. (Timmons and Spinelli, 2009.) Within the external market for 

financial equity, there has been an increase in venture finance or VC. Internationally, 

investment in new ventures by corporations and independent VC funds during the 

period 1969-2003 had a peak in 2000 where the dollar volume of rounds exceeded 

US 18 billion in corporate investors. This was 15 percent of all VC investments that 

year (Dushnitsky, 2005). This paper focuses on the VC part of private equity. VC 

refers to investments at all stages of a company’s development (Casson et al., 2006). 

VC investment consists in the purchase of shares of young, privately held companies 

by outsiders for the primary purpose of capital gains. An overview of the VC process 

is depicted in figure 8 in appendix 1. Here, the investors are on one side of the 

equation, with entrepreneurs on the other. The venture capitalist acts as an 

intermediary between the two principals. VCs are alleged to be experts at fostering 

company development, and in addition to offering money, they are often regarded as 

pivotal in providing advice, support, contacts and preparation for a flotation to their 
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invested companies (Casson et al., 2006). From an entrepreneurial perspective, 

having sufficient funds to finance innovations or entrepreneurial ventures may be 

difficult and outside financing becomes a natural solution. Entrepreneurial firms are 

characterized by; significant intangible assets, uncertain prospects, expected years of 

negative earnings, and are not likely to receive bank loans or other debt financing 

(Gompers and Lerner, 2006). On the background of this and the tremendous 

uncertainty and asymmetric information, a venture capital organization might be the 

only possible source of financing. The entrepreneur needs an institution that wants to 

save money and the investor need projects to invest money in. It works as an 

intermediary between the more obvious financial institution, and the not so obvious 

financial sources of fools, friends and family (Cressy, 2005). Innovations based on 

new technology and radical innovation, capital is a prerequisite and VC is considered 

as a central source of financing (Langeland, 2007). Entrepreneurs are frequently 

acknowledging the lack of competent capital as a considerable barrier for financing 

innovation (Langeland, 2005). Companies are struggling in the start-up and 

development phase to get the necessary financing (Mason & Harrison, 2004; Oakey, 

2003; Moore, 1994). Moreover, VCs are interested in potentially fast-growth 

companies with large market potential and sustainable competitive advantage. Such 

companies can often be found in high tech sectors such as telecoms, IT and 

biotechnology and the maritime sector. VC investments are in addition to be industry 

specific also often strongly geographical located (Langeland, 2007). Gompers and 

Lerner (2000) argue that the clustering of VC and other business services in larger 

cities reduces the transaction cost related with financial project. Therefore the 

majority of venture capitalists are located strategically in larger cities where there are 

geographical proximity and a diverse knowledge pool (Gompers and Lerner, 2000). 

Cities are claimed to be incubators for innovation (Florida, 2005). In other 

words density, proximity and agglomeration constitute significant advantages for 

innovation in cities (Langeland, 2007). With regards to the Norwegian maritime 

sector, the venture capital industry is fairly young and immature. This industry started 

to established in the 1990s (Langeland, 2007). The background for this advancement 

reflects a general tendency based on the dotcom wave in industrialized economies 

(Gompers & Lerner, 2000). The outline presented in this paper is based on data from 
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several sources since there are no official statistics for this industry. Norwegian 

businesses are largely small and medium enterprises (SMEs). The preferred business 

forms are self-employment firms and growth firms. The need for capital in these 

firms is often extensive and external capital is often crucial (Knutsen, 2009). These 

firms have large prospectives, but there is also a high risk for failure (Knutsen, 2009). 

This category comprises 99.4 percent of all Norwegian companies in 2007 (SSB, 

2007). In the end of 2008, 107 PE funds registered in Norway, an increase of 40 

percent from 2007. These companies managed 58 MNOK. The largest PE segment in 

Norway is buyouts with a 45 percent of invested capital (NVCA, 2009). In a 

European context, Norway represents a small share of the VC market. Figure 9 in 

appendix 1 shows the PE investment in percentage of GDP. What are interesting in 

this table are the Nordic countries compared to Norway. In 2007, Sweden invested 

1.255 percent of its GDP in PE, Finland and Denmark invested 0.548 percent and 

0.532 percent, while Norway invested 0.338 percent. Norway also has a lower 

percentage invested in PE than the average percentage in Europe (EVCA, 2009). 

Compared to the general GDP, Norway seems to have a much smaller VC market 

than the other Nordic countries (EVCA, 2009). On the other hand, the industry is on 

the rise in Norway. Figure 10 in appendix 1 shows an increase in establishment of 

initial investments per year. The interesting aspect here is the peak in 2007 and a 

relative downturn in 2008. This may arguably be a cause of the recent downturn in 

the word credit market. It is furthermore interesting to view the tendency of the VC 

market in the coming and hopefully recovering years of the world credit market. 

Figure 11 in appendix 1 represent VCs investment in 2009 distributed on the portfolio 

ventures main activates. This figure shows that IKT investments are the largest with 

regards to numbers and volume. It is also interesting for our thesis that the maritime 

activities has the lowest numbers, and one could argue that the growth potential here 

in the future are considerable. These numbers are based on investment of Norwegian 

owned venture capital funds. However, there are also numerous foreign VC actors 

investing within the Norwegian market. Numbers from the Norwegian Venture 

Capital Association (NVCA) shows that in 2009, foreign investments in Norwegian 

ventures was in 25 percent higher than the total investment made by Norwegian VCs. 

In 2009, foreign VC’s invested 405 MEuro in Norwegian ventures. Norwegian VCs 
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invested 253 MEuros in Norwegian ventures and 66 MEuros in foreign 

ventures. Figure 12 in appendix 1 is especially interesting in the context of this thesis 

and the maritime sector. This figure shows that the maritime sector does not have the 

lowest number of ventures located in portfolio investment. Comparing figure 11 and 

12 may indicate that the investment in the maritime industry that is not directed 

towards an environmental friendly projects are experiencing low financial support 

from VCs. The investment here is low in both number and volume, and the number of 

ventures receiving financial support is more than a few. However, as the renewable 

energy and environmental technologies category is still at a high number in figure 13, 

it may indicate that in spite of large investment volumes there is a hard competition 

receiving VC for entrepreneurs developing technology in this field. On the other 

hand, moderate levels of investments and PE in 2008-2009, makes Norwegian 

venture capitalist having about 4 BEuro available (NVCA, 2009). Figure 13 in 

appendix 1 shows that there seems to be significant capital available in the 

Norwegian VC milieus. The free capital is however located with few actors and there 

is not much available capital for following up projects NVCA, 2009). The VC market 

in Norway is mainly located in the area around Oslo, and by March 2010 there were 

51 VC milieus, and 102 active ownership funds. In addition, there were six foreign 

VC milieus established in Norway, including five Swedish and Finnish (NVCA, 

2009). Overviews of investments indicate a regional specialization in the Norwegian 

VC industry. VCs in north-, mid, and western Norway finance in a larger extent 

projects within the maritime sector. VCs in eastern Norway finance more ventures 

within the ICT, pharmacy and renewable energy industry (Langeland, 2007).  

5.5 Sustainable maritime technologies 

There are several technology areas within the maritime sector that have been argued 

to have promising prospective for value creation and an environmental sustainable 

development (Andersen, 2007). Fuel cell technology is one technology area that 

ventures in Norway are investing in. A fuel cell converts the chemically stored energy 

in a certain fuel to electricity through a reaction with oxygen (Rayment and Sherwin, 

2003). This technology has similar characteristics as an ordinary battery, with the 

exception that fuel cell technology does run out and need to be recharged (Rayment 

and Sherwin, 2003). It will run as long as it is supplied with appropriate fuel. There 
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are several fuel cell technologies with different attributes and characteristics. The 

most recognized is the Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) cells. This is the 

technology that typically is used in cars and busses, and is based on low temperature 

cells. This technology requires highly pure hydrogen as fuel and methanol is one 

alternative (Rayment and Sherwin, 2003). The disadvantage from this technology 

utilized in the maritime sector is that it needs to store the hydrogen in pressurized 

tanks and due to the low density of hydrogen it is difficult to store enough hydrogen 

(Rayment and Sherwin, 2003). In the Norwegian maritime sector there is a project 

known as 'The Fellowship Project' that develops a more feasible fuel cell technology 

for supply vessels (Eidesvik, 2009). Combining fuel cell technology with natural gas 

they have developed a technology that reduces the CO2 emissions with up to 50 

percent and emissions of NOx, sulphur oxides (SOx) and particles completely 

eradicated (Eidesvik, 2009). Hydrogen production is crucial for fuel cell technology. 

Hydrogen production is already a mature technology in the chemical industry, which 

can provide hydrogen for an emerging fuel cell sector. Yet production cost of 

hydrogen is the main constraint to use it as an energy source. For the long term of 

hydrogen production, an increase in CO2-free energy from renewable recourses is 

very important. Hydrogen is a very explosive gas, and safety is therefore a big issue 

in its production, storage and handling (Rayment and Sherwin, 2003). 

Alternatively, gas turbine technology is an area that has received some initiatives. 

This technology extracts energy from a flow of combustion gas. Different from a 

steam turbine, hot gases from burning fossil fuels (natural gas) are used to rotate the 

turbine and generate electricity (GasNor, 2009). A collaborative research project in 

2007 on this technology between Fjord1 and GasNor in Norway resulted in five new 

passenger car ferries running efficiently on gas turbine technology. This technology 

reduces the NOx emission with 90 percent and CO2 emission with 30 percent from 

ferries running on standard diesel engines (GasNor, 2009). A third technological field 

is the photovoltaic system and photovoltaic cells or solar cells that alter sunlight into 

electricity. The photovoltaic cell is organized in multiple layers of distinctive 

materials. On top there is a glass-cover to protect the cells, followed by an anti-

reflective layer to absorb the light (U.S. Department of Energy, 2010). Further, this 

two semi-conduct layers creates the electron. Additionally, the cells consist of two 
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electric grids, placed above and underneath the semi-conduct material. The top grid 

collects electrons from the semi-conductor and relocates it to an external load, and the 

grind below is connected to complete the electrical circuit (U.S. Department of 

Energy, 2010). Wihl. Wilhelmsen is one company looking into implementing this 

technology. The project is called ‘E/S Orcelle – the green flagship’, and the vision is 

to develop a ship with zero emissions. Nonetheless, this vision and technology is 

under further development and Wihl. Wilhelmsen expects this technology to be 

feasible within 20 years (Wilh. Wilhelmsen, 2009). Innovative ship design is a fourth 

area that is a successful environmental solution. There are about 75 ship design 

consultancies in Norway, that specializes in offshore ships, customized tankers, 

fishing bots and ferries (DNV, 2008). Ulstein Design (Ulstein Group) is a venture 

that has developed an environmental sustainable ship design known as the Ulstein X-

bow. This design increases the transit speed, reduces power consumption, improves 

the fuel efficiency, and increases the operational time. In addition, this design 

increases the comfort by elimination of slamming and bow impact (Ulstein Group, 

2010). A fifth area is bio-diesel technology. This is a sustainable diesel-fuel made by 

chemically combining vegetable oils, algae or animal fat with alcohol (e.g. ethanol or 

methanol). This technology is closely related into the present diesel engine 

technology, and with minor adjustments is implementable in present diesel engines 

(Rogak, 2004). A project that looks closer into this technology and sustainable 

development is ‘Zero’ and ‘Biofuels in Ships’. This is a project that looks into 

development of bio-diesel in car ferries in Norway (Zero, 2008). There are also 

numerous other environmental sustainable solutions being developed by different 

actors. The main objective for most of these technologies is a reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions within the maritime sector. Madsen et al. (2009) has provided an 

overview of different technology approaches toward reducing the emissions of 

greenhouse gases most cost-efficiently. Madsen et al. (2009) analyzes different 

pathways to lowering CO2 within shipping. Figure 14 in appendix 1 demonstrate the 

decline attainable by special emission-reducing measures plotted against their 

estimated cost-effectiveness. This is mainly short-term reduction potential on existing 

ships, based on the world fleet in 2008. The figure recapitulates the operational and 

technical opportunity for emission-reduction. The height of each bar embody the 
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average marginal cost of avoiding 1 ton of CO2 emission through that measure 

assuming that all measures to the left are already applied (Madsen et al., 2009: 

3). "The width of each bar embody the potential of reduce CO2 emissions from 

shipping compared to a business as usual scenario" (Madsen et al., 2009: 3). Based 

on these estimates, Madsen et al. (2009) conclude that the potential reduction in green 

house gas emissions is significant for the existing world fleet. They indicate that 

existing world shipping fleet can reduce CO2 emissions by up to 15 percent in a cost-

effective way (Madsen et al., 2009:3). They also conclude that this potential may 

increase in the future as price on emissions could make the cost effective reductions 

higher (Madsen et al., 2009). With regards to our case studies, this analysis is 

interesting since the technology from AMC is one of the technological areas with the 

highest potential for cost-reduction. In addition, these analyses are representative with 

regards to the large focus on technologies undertaking the problem with green house 

gas emissions. This makes it especially interesting to analyze entrepreneurial ventures 

developing environmental friendly technologies that undertake the problems with sea 

emissions within the maritime sector, such as our case with OceanSaver and 

OptiMarin.  

 

6. Case studies 

This section gives an overview of the general information about the three ventures 

and their development. The information here is among others based on information 

from our interviews and the venture’s web pages.  

6.1 OptiMarin 

Halvor Nilsen founded OptiMarin in 1995. He had a background as a ship-captain 

and was in 1995 working with water treatment technology. In 1997 

Sjøfartsdirektoratet contacted Halvor Nilsen, and asked about the possibility to 

develop ballast water management (BWM) systems on ships. This environmental 

problem had become a political issue and there was a governmental pressure to find 

solutions for this. Halvor Nilsen was at this point working on water management for 

the oil, offshore and the fishery industry with his company OptiMarin. The inquiry 

from Sjøfartsdirektoratet was to develop a technology that could deal with this 

environmental problem and be implemented on operating ships. There was some 
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skepticism, but the issue intrigued Nilsen. One problem was to handle such a large 

amount of water to be filtrated, with challenges regarding physical space and time. 

The IMO requirements were at that time 95 percent removal of microorganisms in the 

ballast water. In the time period between 1995/1996-2000, Nilsen started research and 

testing of BWM systems fulfilling the requirements from Sjøfartsdirektoratet. In 

1999, OptiMarin got an agreement with Princess Cruises and the first ballast 

management system from OptiMarin was installed in the cruise ship 'Regal Princess' 

in April 2000. However, in 2004 the IMO ballast water convention was established 

and the requirements for cleaning ballast water was now 99.99 percent removal of the 

microorganisms. This was much higher than expected and represented a serious 

challenge for OptiMarin. They then had to alter their technology and redesign the 

system. The technology today is based on a filter that removes most of the 

microorganisms, and then through several UV-chambers when the water is pumped 

onboard the ship. Furthermore, when the ballast water is pumped out of the ship it 

gets a new round of UV-treatment. The advantage with this system is that it uses no 

active substances that decrease the possibility of corrosion inside the ship. This aspect 

separates OptiMarin's market into two different requirements from the customers. 

The ship-owners are largely focused on quality, maintenance and price. The ship-

builders are mainly focused on the price, complexity of the system and installation. 

The problem of corrosion is not a big issue for them, as this problem usually occurs 

when the guarantee on the ships has expired. It is therefore necessary for OptiMarin 

to have different sale strategies to ship-owners and ship-builders. OptiMarin’s market 

strategies are towards customers in the small and medium sized ship market. Alfa 

Laval and Hyde Marin with a technology closest to theirs are the two main 

competitors for OptiMarin. The reason for OptiMarin’s choice of market segment 

was not a strategic one. The reason was rather that in the development faces of the 

technology it became revealed that the technology would have its advantages in small 

and medium sized ships. It would also meet some difficulties with regards to 

electricity requirements and the capacity in large ships. The main objective for 

OptiMarin was – and still is – that their technology should be a system that is easy, 

with no active substances (chemicals) and flexible enough to install in the retrofit 

market. The retrofit market is referred to ships that are already built and currently 
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operating. OptiMarin’s BWM technology has a limit on 3000 m3 per hour, and 

capacities above this require an additional electricity source, which is challenging for 

OptiMarin to implement. The entrepreneur Halvor Nilsen has retired and left control 

of the company to Birger Nilsen. OptiMarin was initially financed by Halvor Nilsen 

through Techtrade (14.7 MNOK). Another small contribution came from 

Sjøfartsdirektoratet in 1998/99. The total cash contribution between 1998-2008 was 

67.7 MNOK. For a total overview of the financial contributions see table 1 below.  
 

Table 1: Overview of the financial contributions for OptiMarin. (Source: Interview with Tor Øystein Kleppa and 
Birgir Nilsen, 2010).

 

From late 2003-2006 their main activity was further development and testing of the 

technology, since requirements from IMO was in establishment. In this period there 

was small contributions from semi-public international institutions that supported 

their development. In 2006, when a technology that would be approved by IMO was 

in place, venture capital from Sparebank 1, Klavenes Invest and Procom Venture was 

established. In 2007 OptiMarin got additional governmental funding from Innovation 

Norway. OptiMarin’s technology was developed by entrepreneur Halvor Nilsen, who 

had previous knowledge about filtration from previous jobs related to drinking water 

and water injection. OptiMarin is also on the maker’s list on several of the 

shipbuilders. Figure 3 below shows the timeline of development and figure 15 in 

appendix 1 shows an overview of OptiMarin's network.  
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Figure 3: Timeline of development for OptiMarin and OceanSaver (Source: Interview with Aage Bjørn Andersen  
, Tor Øystein Kleppa and Birgir Nilsen, 2010)    

 
 

 

6.2 OceanSaver 

OceanSaver is an outcome of two different projects. The main entrepreneurs are Aage 

Bjørn Andersen, Kjell Varenhed and Stein Foss. Varenhed and Foss were in the 

1990s developing nitrogen super-saturation water technology, as an efficient way of 

removing oxygen from the water. This technology had the capability of reducing 

corrosion rates for steel in contact with water. This project was initially named Foss 

&Varenhed Enterprises AS. Foss &Varenhed was the successor to Thermo Service 

AS. Thermo Service was doing controlled atmosphere testing inside the ship cargo 

rooms – allowing the algae’s to stay green by adding nitrogen. They had a thought of 

using nitrogen to kill organisms and were looking to use this technology in new 

markets. Since the market of cooling-ships declined and was replaced by container 

ships, they looked towards markets like ballast water treatment. Andersen was in the 

same time period working with a project regarding cavitations technology called C3 
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at DNV. He was also responsible for environmental friendly solutions within the 

shipping industry at DNV. In DNV they altered the seawater intake technology to 

study workable technological solutions. During this testing they found the idea of 

using cavitations technology to kill organisms by recycling the seawater. Cavitations 

technology is an enhanced method for setting up pulsed shock waves in a water flow 

for the intention of eradicate non-native aquatic organisms in ballast water. 

According to Andersen, testing in DNV revealed that synchronized manipulation of 

the water-flow increased the termination. This was achieved by combining oxygen 

removal, super-saturation and exposure to pulsed shock waves. One of the advantages 

of this process was the low energy required, making it ideal for ballast water 

treatment. This cavitations technology is today the heart of OceanSaver's BWM. In 

the time period 1999/2000-2002, Andersen was developing this technology in DNV. 

DNV neglected to patent his research, and Andersen consequently patented his 

findings himself in 2002. In the same time period Andersen, Foss & Varenhed 

applied for funding from Innovation Norway. Innovation Norway replied that the two 

projects had a common agenda and most likely would receive necessary funding if 

they merged. Andersen contacted Stein Foss at Foss & Varenhed, but they had some 

disagreements on how to cooperate. This disagreement made the actors seek help 

from local incubators. Andersen is from Lillestrøm and used the incubators from that 

area named Campus Kjeller. Foss is from Drammen, and used Kongsberg Innovation 

as his incubator. This collaboration resulted in the establishment of a new company 

called Metafil, who is an R&D company for BWM technologies. Andersen was 

named managing director, and the intellectual property right (IPR) was transferred 

from Andersen to Metafil. Metafil is the holding company of new commercial 

projects, and the first project was named OceanSaver. OceanSaver was then 

established February 2003. It was initially established under the name Foss 

&Varenhed Enterprises AS, but in November 2004 the name was changed to 

OceanSaver AS. In 2004 OceanSaver applied for industrial R&D (IFU - Industriell 

Forskning og Utviklingskontrakt) funds from Innovation Norway. At the same time 

Statoil’s Loop program also supported the project with a few MNOK. The funds from 

Innovation Norway totaled 42 MNOK. At that time this was one of the largest IFU-

funds granted to the maritime sector. This money came with an obligation that 
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demanded stockholders equity of 16 MNOK. This required an additional capital 

search for OceanSaver, but Andersen states that the Norwegian venture capital 

market did not want to take the time, interest nor had the knowledge needed to study 

the business opportunity for this technology. OceanSaver’s had to find venture capital 

outside Norway. Fednav Limited from Canada and Sumitomo Corp. from Japan were 

two international firms interested in OceanSaver’s activities. Negotiation between 

these companies resulted in an agreement in 2005 on the necessary 16 MNOK that 

OceanSaver needed. The majority of this capital came from Fednav Limited. Fednav 

Limited was claimed to be one of the companies responsible for bringing the Zebra 

Mussel to the Great Lakes – and therefore had a strong corporate responsibility to 

tackle problems related to BWM. For an overview of the financial contribution to 

OceanSaver's see table 2 underneath.  
 

Table 2: Overview of the financial contributions for OceanSaver (Source: Interview with Aage Bjørn Andersen, 
2010) 

 

With these international partners, OceanSaver established an international network. 

OceanSaver’s market segment is BWM on large-scale transportation ships (such as 

VLCC’s) and the largest shipbuilding customers are in Asia. The collaboration with 

Sumitomo Corp. gave OceanSaver an advantage in entering a difficult Asian market. 

Even though OceanSaver did not have a product to sell, they hired their first sales 

representative in 2005. OceanSaver was at that time marketing their product and 
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developing their brand, even though their product was not finished until 2009. 

Andersen states that this early marketing and sales strategy has today given 

OceanSaver a network and a market position that has been crucial for their success 

after the product was launched. For an overview of OceanSaver’s network see figure 

16 in appendix 1. 

In 2005 OceanSaver realized that the development process and approval would take 

longer than first anticipated. However, the framework for approval was not 

established, even though the convention was established in 2004. The IMO ballast 

water convention took longer than anticipated, and guidelines were first established in 

2005 and 2006. The technological approval process in IMO takes 24-36 months, 

which consequently meant that the technology would not be ready for market until 

2009. This gave OceanSaver the opportunity to further improve their 

technology/product. In 2007 funds were needed, because of the time-consuming 

approval period and their improvement of the technology. Statoil Venture, together 

with Storebrand and Leif Hoegh further funded the project with Statoil Venture as the 

main funder. OceanSaver had their market launch in September 2008. The high 

uncertainty and decline in the Asian market made OceanSaver look for business 

opportunities in the Middle East. By expanding their sales and marketing network to 

the Middle East, OceanSaver’s was now present globally. In 2009, OceanSaver’s 

managed through their ship-owner network in middle East and Asia to get their 

product on the 'maker’s list' for Hyundai, Daewoo, Dalian and STX. The maker’s list 

is the product specification overview for shipbuilding. OceanSaver’s main segment is 

large ships, presumably oil tankers (VLCC’s) and chemical tankers such as LNG. 

This main segment accounts for 25 percent of the total ship market, where 

OceanSaver’s vision is to get 10 percent of this. The 25 percent main market accounts 

for 40-45 percent of the total value. For an timeline of development see figure e 

above.  

6.3 AMC  

Paal Skybak and Stein Dietrichson established the foundation for Advanced Marine 

Coatings AS (AMC) in 1989 under the name PAS Kjemi. The venture initially 

specialized in raw materials and consulting services to the Scandinavian coating 

market. In 1998 the R&D company Re-Turn AS was established by Stein Dietrichson 
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and Terje Haglund. Re-Turn was initially developing wood composites for the 

construction industry. Inadequate response from this market initiated further R&D for 

related products. Re-Turn AS is today a sister company to AMC AS. The R&D 

department for AMC lies within Re-Turn. The companies share the same majority 

shareowners and the two entrepreneurs in AMC are majority owners in both 

companies. In 2006, the company experimented with nano-modified epoxy coating 

formulation applied on a speedboat owned by Fredrikstad located Hydrolift AS. 

Preliminary tests showed that the coating made a difference of several knots in terms 

of the speed compared to traditional anti-fouling paints. Further testing and formula 

improvement on different ships with depths of up to 40 meter the following 3 years, 

demonstrated an increase in speed of 6 to 10 percent, and a corresponding reduction 

in fuel consumption. They realized that this new technology refined the coating 

process. The competitive advantage in AMC’s coating lies in the in the carbon nano 

tubes (CNT), which are evenly distributed in a liquid resin. In 2005, AMC established 

collaboration with the German company Bayer Material Science (one of the largest 

polymer companies in the world), which is now supplying AMC with CNT. CNT 

reduces viscosity and work as a tough reinforcement. The CNT is delivered from 

Bayer in the form of agglomerates or lumps, which is difficult to disperse in liquids. 

To solve this challenge, AMC found the patented technology from the Finnish 

company Amroy Oy useful. In 2006 they bought the worldwide exclusivity to use this 

technology in marine coating systems from Amroy Oy. By the use of this technology, 

the lumps can be dissolved into separate tubes and spread evenly throughout the 

epoxy system. This patented technology is the foundation for AMC in developing 

subsea and topside marine protective coating with superior properties to traditionally 

reinforced epoxy coating systems. The AMC coating is suitable for new vessels and 

for subsequent repair and maintenance coatings. Their coating has several 

environmental and cost efficient advantages. The use of CNT in the coating system 

works as reinforcing fibers, and additionally improves the flow properties, which 

reduces the use of toxic solvents. Eliminating the use of organic solvents attains a 

pore free surface where algae and slime are unable to attach. This reduces the cost of 

cleaning chemicals with 50-80 percent. The non-use of volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) gives a 5-20 times improved wear-resistance than traditional coatings. The 
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improved gloss retention and reduced chalking gives a reduction in repainting cost up 

to 50 percent. The improved drag resistant by using the coating also reduces the CO2 

emission and fuel consumption with 10 percent. The testing on Bård Eker’s Hydrolift 

boat made AMC see a market opportunity in the small boat market segment. The 

market was later deemed too small. The focus therefore shifted to larger industrial 

ships. They consequently needed capital, and sold some initial stock to local 

investors. This opportunity made PAS Kjemi in 2007 rename their business to 

Advanced Marine Coatings (AMC), and Re-Turn was then made into an R&D firm 

for AMC. AMC was now a pure sales and production company that holds the 

exclusive rights to the product. The lack of financial capital made AMC look for 

venture capital, and got in the late part of 2007 1.5 MNOK from local investors. 

AMC also received an Industrial R&D contract (IFU) from Torghatten Nord of 3.4 

MNOK. This deal included the opportunity to treat Torghatten Nord’s ferries with 

their product and laid a foundation for AMC attracting ship-owners to their product. 

In 2009 and 2010 AMC needed additional funding and had to get 1 MNOK and 0.9 

MNOK from their shareholders. From 2006 to today AMC and Re-Turn has invested 

about 15-20 MNOK. For an overview of AMC's financial contribution see table 3 

below.  
Table 3: Overview of the financial contributions for AMC (Source: Interview with Stein Dietrichson, 2010)  

 

They also initiated contact internationally in Japan, but lacked the people and 

resources to establish a proper collaboration. AMC’s product had improved wear 
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resistance and excluded the use of active compounds (volatile organic compounds). 

Traditional coatings uses up to 60 percent active compounds, which only make it 

easier to apply to the ships but have a much lower wear resistance. There are several 

negative effects associated with active compounds, both environmentally and with 

health related issues. Another negative effect with such compounds is the quality, as 

the durability is much shorter. In 2007 AMC teamed up with consultants from Price 

Water House Coopers to plan the future strategy. This strategy included teaming up 

with a ship-owner, and a few were contacted in this matter. One of these ship-owners 

was BW GAS, and a partnership was established. BW GAS and other ship-owners 

had expressed dissatisfaction with established producers of conventional coating 

products and where consequently highly interested in AMC ‘s technology. For an 

overview of AMC's network see figure 17 in appendix 1 and timeline of development 

see figure 4 below.  

 

Figure 4: Timeline of development for AMC (Source: Interview with Stein Dietrichson, 2010). 

 
 

BW GAS has currently two cases were there is a legal dispute over the quality of the 

coating, and AMC's product was therefore of special interest. In addition, BW GAS 
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got financial resources from the high court case were ship-owners won the tax dispute 

against the Norwegian government, and therefore invested even more in AMC in 

2010. Today, BW GAS has a vital share ownership role in AMC. In the early phases 

of development AMC teamed up with MARINTEK and SINTEF and established a 

good relation. Board member in Re-Turn Magnus R. Tvete was earlier a researcher in 

MARINTEK. AMC is also part of a joint EU 7 program called MUST with actors 

such as Daimler, Fiat and EADS. Here, extensive network and marketing has been 

established. MUST aims to develop new nano-technology for anti-fouling prevention 

and inhabitation of corrosion. To be a part of this program has also strengthened 

AMC ‘s brand and creditability. The market strategy to AMC is segmented in four 

areas. One of these is the cruise ship market. This market is always looking for 

opportunities to save money Dietrichson states. In addition, they are looking into the 

seismic market where the attachment of algae’s and microorganisms are especially 

challenging because of the slow speed and the lengthy operation periods. The third 

segment is the ferry market, with the last being the navy. Initially, AMC had a market 

strategy towards the small boat market, but realized quickly that it would require too 

many resources. There are large margins in the small boat market, but the volume is 

too small for AMC. Table 4 below summarizes the key info for the three ventures 

studied.  
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Table 4: Summary of company info (Source:  Interview with Stein Dietrichson, Aage Bjørn Andersen  , Tor 

Øystein Kleppa and Birgir Nilsen , 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Company name: 
 

OceanSaver 
 

OptiMarin 
 

AMC 

Entrepreneurs: 
 

Aage Bjørn Andersen, Kjell Varenhed and Stein 
Foss 

Halvor Nilsen 
 

Stein Dietrichson and Paal Skybak 

Established: 
 

2003 1995 2007 

Located: 
 

Drammen (Norway) 
 

Stavanger (Norway) Fredrikstad (Norway) 

Employees:  21-25* 11-15* 1-5* 
Technology: 
 

Ballast water technology (Cavitations, corrosion 
control and coating). 
 

Ballast water technology 
(Filter and UV – 
threatment) 
 

Environmental friendly coating 
systems 

Patented technology: Yes Yes Yes 
Invested capital: 170 mill NOK 130 Mill NOK 15 -20 Mill NOK 
Turnover: 
 

0 NOK in 2009* 
 

4.2 Mill NOK in 2009* 
 

0.9 Mill NOK in 2009* 
 

Market segment: 
 

Larger ships such as VLCC’s 
 

Small/medium ships 
 

Cruise ship, Seismic ships, Ferries and 
the Navy 

Market Launch In 2009 1999 and 2009 In 2009 
Main shareholders: 
 

• Statoil ASA (Majority Owner) 
•  Storebrand Livsforsikring AS  
• Höegh Autoliners Management AS  
• Sumitomo Corporation Ltd 
• Kongsberg Innovation AS 
• Campus Kjeller AS 
• Founders , Key-employees 

• Procome Venture 
• The Torvald Klaveness 
Group 
• SR Investering AS  
• Erga Raadgivning AS 
• Connex Norge AS 
• Founders , Key-
employees 

• Stein Dietrichson 
• Paal Skybak 
• Tor-Ivar Pettersen 
• BW Gas 

Main funding partners: 
 

•Founders , Key-employees 
Fednav Limited 
•Sumitomo Corporation Ltd 
• Kongsberg Innovation AS 
• Campus Kjeller AS 
•Innovation Norway 
• Höegh Autoliners Management AS  
• Statoil Venture 
 

• Founders , Key-
employees 
•Techtrade  
• Innovation Norway 
•Sjøfartsdirektoratet 
• Halvor 
• Nemw- Great Lakes 
Env. Foundation 
• Procome Venture 
• The Torvald Klaveness 
Group 
• SR Investering AS  

• Innovation Norway 
• Torghatten Nord 
• Re-Turn 
• BW Gas 
 

Knowledge Institutions: 
(key actors used in the 
knowledge 
development): 

• DNV 
• Unifob (UiB)- Ship testing 
• Go Consult -Ship testing together with 
Unifob(Norway) 
• University of Hertfordshire 
• University of Coventry 
• Hamburg University of Technology -
(Germany) 
• NIVA 

• DNV 
• NIVA 
• Unifob (UiB)- Ships 
testing •Institute for 
marine research 
 

•MARINTEK 
•SINTEF 
•NTNU 
•Bayer MaterialScience 
•Hydrolift 
•Amroy Oy 

 *Numbers is from companies annual 
accounts and accessed from 
url:http://www.purehelp.com	  
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7. Discussion 

From Porter’s theory about a nations competitive advantage (1985) and his diamond 

model (1990), this paper begins with a discussion of the opportunities developing 

environmental sustainable technologies from a broader cluster perspective of the 

Norwegian maritime cluster. Furthermore the discussion narrows down to the 

innovation processes in the studied ventures from a secorial system of innovation 

perspective. By debating both the macro and micro aspects important for a suitable 

Norwegian maritime development, this paper gives a holistic understanding of the 

challenges the three ventures has encountered in the innovation process. The 

innovation process is discussed with regards to the current economic situation, actors 

and network, knowledge development, financial funding, environmental and political 

issues. 

7.1 The Norwegian maritime sector as a cluster 

Factor conditions such as the educated labor, infrastructure, knowledge and capital 

resources that support an environmental sustainable development are attributes that 

determine the sector's competitive advantage (Porter, 1990). This relates well to the 

maritime sector in Norway, as the attributes brought forward by Porter helps 

understand how Norway can utilize its competitive advantage efficiently. Factor 

conditions are vital to a nations competitive advantage. In order to strengthen the 

educated labor and knowledge, the Norwegian government's maritime strategy is laid 

out in the previously mention report 'Stø Kurs'. Here, eleven initiatives are directed 

towards strengthening the Norwegian maritime competence. In order to better the 

maritime schools infrastructure, 11 MNOK was awarded in 2008, and 5 MNOK in 

2009 (Brustad, 2009). In 2008 and 2009 a total of 17 MNOK was awarded to 

maritime educational institutions to raise the competence level. Norwegian Maritime 

Educational center (NMU) was established in 2004, and has received governmental 

support. This center was created in order to strengthen science-based education on 

bachelor, masters and PhD level. Other stipends and institutions supporting the 

development of the Norwegian maritime sector have also been set up over the last 

years. It therefore seems that the Norwegian government is taking the future 

development of innovation within the maritime cluster seriously, and trying to create 
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a solid platform with regards to labor, infrastructure and knowledge.  

Demand for Norwegian ships and services is another vital attribute. Although demand 

for ships within the Norwegian maritime sector has declined over the last decades 

both domestically and internationally, the maritime equipment industry has on the 

other side prospered (Brustad, 2009). The three cases studied in this paper further 

argue for the internal importance of this part of the sector. Demand relates mainly to 

the size of the domestic market, but also the internationalization of the product or 

service and the development and structure from the buyers. The financial situation 

over the last years has made a negative impact on the Norwegian maritime sector. 

Maritime stocks, fall of rates, decreasing value of ships, tightening opportunities of 

maritime related financial services all affect the maritime industry heavily. The 

maritime industry is very volatile, and also strongly affected by the oil price. In 2009 

it was estimated that half of the ordered ships would be cancelled due to financial 

problems (Brustad, 2009). These financial difficulties also affected the maritime 

equipment industry, which faced problems financing their new ventures. The 

international maritime equipment market has been demanding, and in our three cases 

studied there is a shared understanding of the challenges the current world economy 

poses. However, the economic rise and development of Asia has increased demand of 

ships and maritime equipment (Andersen, 2007).   

Interrelated industries such as the oil industry could be both supporting or an obstacle 

for further development. By sharing ideas in product development and collaborating 

on other factors related to innovation interrelated industries certainly plays a 

significant role for the Norwegian maritime sector and our studied 

ventures (Andersen, 2007). Nevertheless, reaping benefits of home-based suppliers 

does not happen automatically (Porter, 1990). The Norwegian oil and gas sector is 

held to be a prime example of a successful sector with positive clustering effects 

(Spilling, 2007). The oil and gas industry certainly affects the maritime industry. The 

positive benefits are knowledge spillover, where project managers can be hired from 

the oil sector to the maritime sector, or vice versa. The oil industry is also an 

important buyer of maritime ships and services, and especially supply-ships has been 

a niche market in where Norwegian companies still are competitive on price and 

quality. One example of clustering effects in the Norwegian maritime sector with 
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regards to science is Norwegian Centre of Expertise-Maritime (NCE). The maritime 

cluster located in Møre is linked to offshore shipping activity and accounts for 170 

firms. Turnover is 25BNOK with 13000 people employed. A weakening of the 

Norwegian maritime sector will lead to negative consequences for the oil industry. 

Both sectors are vital for national value creation, and there is a mutual synergy 

between them (Andersen, 2007).  

Sectorial structure and corporate strategies could relate to the difference in terms of 

business practices (Porter, 1990). The ownership structure is also an area where 

different practices lead to different outcomes. These are among the determinants of 

national advantages that answer why and how a nation achieves international success 

in a particular industry. Globalization has given sectorial changes within many 

industries. The tendency is fewer and larger global actors (Andersen, 2007). As credit 

markets are underdeveloped OECD has created an Arrangement on Officially 

Supported Export Credits. This helps smooth the transactions within the maritime 

sector. Moreover, since 1978 the Norwegian maritime sector has had a supporting 

governmental agreement known as the 108-arrangement. This refers to the previously 

mentioned OECD agreement, where companies can get exporting loans at CIRR-

conditions (Commercial Interest Reference Rates), which equals to loans one percent 

above national interest rates (Andersen, 2007). The institutions taking care of this 

agreement is the previously mentioned GIEK. Some sectors also compete on 

competent areas such as capital and knowledge. The energy sector with development 

and production of maritime services might take away some of the workers that the 

maritime sector could potentially need, especially with regards to developing 

environmental friendly technological solutions.  

With regards to our case studies and their relatedness to the maritime sector, our 

study reviled that none of the ventures argued to have a central role or connection to 

the maritime cluster. Andersen and OceanSaver regard the Norwegian maritime 

cluster to primarily be located on the west coast of Norway. OceanSaver’s does not 

regard themselves as a vital part of the cluster. The Norwegian maritime cluster is 

mainly an upstream cluster, largely depended on gas and oil related activity. 

OceanSaver’s strategy is more related to the international shipping market with 

regards to VLCC’s and RO-RO ships (global merchant shipping), where the main 
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actors are shipbuilders and ship-owners mostly operating out of Norway. This 

international shipping market is quite different from the Norwegian shipping cluster, 

where the marginal willingness to pay is much lower. Drammen as a location for 

OceanSaver is not a strategic choice; they are mainly located here for personal 

relations. However, there is an industrial cluster in Drammen. This city is expanding 

and a new container harbor is being built. Andersen expects an establishment of a 

large environment in this area, laying a good foundation for logistics and 

production. Kleppa and Nilsen at OptiMarin are working to obtain a large market 

share in the Norwegian offshore industry. Birgir Nilsen states that there are certain 

externalities effects of being located close to the maritime cluster, but does not regard 

their company to have an active role in it. OptiMarin is mainly located in Stavanger 

of personal reasons, and not for strategic benefits. The focus on BWM in Norway has 

only been over the last 2-3 years, except from Princess Cruises and Stolt Nielsen S.A. 

The interest came largely first from the USA. Nilsen states that: “There was no 

specific reason we became located in Stavanger other than that is where Halvor 

Nilsen was from. There are some suppliers in Stavanger, and OptiMarin uses 

suppliers mainly from abroad and Germany especially. There are therefore no clear 

externality effects from being located in Stavanger”. Kleppa and Birger Nilsen feels 

there is a lack of specific knowledge and products from Norwegian suppliers. 

However, OptiMarin is looking for Norwegian suppliers and are actually in 

negotiations with some of them, but will not comment on who they are since a 

potential agreement is still uncertain. In the case of AMC, Dietrichson states that 

AMC do not have an established role with regards actors in the cluster located on the 

Norwegian west coast. The reason for this is the lack of human resources, which is a 

challenge for AMC at the moment. They need more engineers to further develop their 

product in the R&D department and marketing and salespersons to further establish 

AMC's network and brand both nationally and internationally. At the moment 

Dietrichson is the only sales and marketing employee in AMC, and being one of the 

entrepreneurs he is struggling to balance his resources between the time consuming 

R&D and marketing and sale processes. However, AMC's establishment in the 

Norwegian maritime cluster is something that is under process and AMC are in some 

discussions with actors in the cluster located on the northwest-coast. Furthermore, 
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Dietrichson highlight their participation in Spring Board by CONNECT and Oslo 

Maritime Network (OMN). In 2008 AMC has through Spring Board been lifted up 

and forward through a joint maritime industry, and it gave AMC an acid test of their 

business strategies. They are located in Fredrikstad for personal reasons and not for 

competitive advantages.  

7.2 Systems of innovation in the maritime sector 

The innovation processes in OptiMarin, OceanSaver, and AMC and its challenges are 

discussed from a sectorial perspective. This perspective focuses on the generation, 

diffusion and utilization of innovations (Edquist, 1997). To get a holistic 

understanding of the challenges we need to discuss this with regards to the three 

building blocks in a sectorial system of innovation. These are 'knowledge and 

technology', 'actors and networks', and 'institutions' (Malerba, 2004). 

7.2.1 Knowledge and technology development in the maritime sector 

There are few academics that dispute the key role of 'knowledge and technology' as a 

central input for economic growth. Furthermore, innovation is regarded to be the 

most important process for knowledge development and learning (Lundvall, 1992). 

There has been a high degree of opportunity, cumulativeness and accessibility for 

learning in the Norwegian maritime sector (Reve, 2009). Trondheim is especially 

central for the development of new maritime knowledge. The high quality and 

number of R&D institutions such as NTNU and MARINTEK, makes Trondheim to 

be regarded as a knowledge-hub. The contrasts to – and advantage of being located 

near such a knowledge-hub is illustrated by O. Nieminen, CEO of Nokia Mobira, 

who in 1984 said: “When an inventor in Silicon Valley opens his garage door to show 

off his latest idea, he has 50 percent of the world market in front of him. When an 

inventor in Finland opens his garage door, he faces three feet of snow” (Maskell, 

2001). However, with regards to the knowledge development in the ventures studies 

in this thesis there are some interesting aspects that are reviled. Halvor Nilsen mainly 

developed OptiMarins technological innovation in his garage. He had knowledge 

about filtration from previous jobs related to drinking water and water injection. 

R&D institutions such as MARINTEK and other research milieus have not played a 

large role in the development. However, exceptions are Havforskningsinstituttet in 

Bergen and NIVA in the early testing faces. Birgir Nilsen states that the reason for 
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this was that Halvor Nilsen experienced high skepticism from these actors when he 

first contacted them for collaboration. A good communication between these 

maritime R&D actors and OptiMarin were simply never established. R&D 

institutions in Norway had no confidence in the work by Halvor Nilsen since he did 

not have the technical education required from these milieus to believe in his work. 

OceanSaver also collaborated with other R&D institutions than the key institutions 

located in maritime knowledge-hub in Trondheim. They instead used R&D 

institutions such as DNV, Unifob (UiB), and NIVA to some degree in their 

technology and knowledge development. For the technical development and research 

they used University of Hertfordshire, University of Coventry in England and 

Hamburg University of Technology in Germany. Actors such as MARINTEK, 

SINTEF and NTNU were not used. This was because they wanted to do things on 

their terms. OceanSaver’s found these institutions difficult to communicate with. 

Andersen holds that they are not set up in a way to handle technologies that converge 

with their programs. Andersen feels that these institutions are rigid and have a hard 

time adapting to real industry projects. Andersen holds that the Norwegian maritime 

R&D institutions are very shortsighted and with no long horizon. German and British 

universities responded quickly to OceanSaver’s inquiries, and were therefore 

preferred when choosing a partner. From Andersen’s perspective, these institutions 

are too concerned with developing technologies and exporting them to larger market 

such as Asia. He feels that this exporting of high-end technology will in the long run 

result in Norway losing its competitive advantage. He states that Norway as a nation 

no longer has the geographical advantage and that for a sustainable development this 

sector need to focus on how to preserve specialized technology within the boarders. 

As a high-cost nation, the knowledge of technology is the source for a future 

development in this sector. However, the one Norwegian R&D institution that 

Andersen is positive to is NIVA, as they had developed a commercial lab handling 

the IMO-ballast convention standards. With regards to AMC and the knowledge and 

technology development, there are some differences in our findings. In contrast to 

OptiMarin and OceanSaver’s limited use of the knowledge present in the maritime 

knowledge-hub, AMC have much closer relations to this R&D milieu. In the early 

phases of development AMC teamed up with MARINTEK and SINTEF and 
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established a good relation. Board member in Re-Turn Magnus R. Tvete was earlier a 

researcher in MARINTEK. In addition nanotechnology and environmental coating 

seems to be a technology area that there is an interest for by central R&D institutions 

in the maritime knowledge-hub. NTNU, SINTEF and MARINTEK are investing 

financial and human capital in nano-technologies as a sustainable technology solution 

for different sectors in Norway. 

7.2.2 Financing entrepreneurial technologies in the maritime sector 

The 'network and actors' in the maritime sector and the related dynamics in general 

has in numerous dissertations (Reve 1990) and previously in this thesis been 

discussed. In the context of the objective of this thesis it is therefore more interesting 

to focus our discussion towards the network and actors with regards to the financial 

aspects related to developing entrepreneurial ventures in the maritime sector. The VC 

market in Norway is an adolescent market when it comes to being a financial 

resource for young ventures in the maritime sector. However, as emphasized by Perez 

(2002) and Reve (2009) these venture capitalists play a key role for in industry 

growth. A close network between VC and R&D actors is crucial for economic 

accomplishments (Reve, 2009). This form for financial support is by Perez (2002) 

also argued to be imperative in the context of the recent financial downturn in the 

international financial market. Perez argues for a techno economical paradigm shift in 

the time-period after financial recessions such as the one experienced in 2008. In a 

historical context, the role of VCs may result in a shift in the technology trajectory 

and the development block as Dahmén (1989) refers to. In the maritime sector this 

technology trajectory is as mentioned referred to a carbon lock-in by Unruh et al. 

(2000) In the context of our three case studies and the Norwegian VC market there 

were some interesting findings. In the case of OceanSaver and AMC there are some 

similar findings. Both ventures have been struggling to achieve the necessary VC for 

a sustainable development in the early phases from Norwegian venture capitalists. 

The local incubators Campus Kjeller and Kongsberg Innovation initially financed 

OceanSaver. Furthermore, the collaboration between Aage Bjørn Andersen and Stein 

Foss resulted in financial support from the Statoil’s Loop program and Innovation 

Norway whom delegated an IFU contract to the venture in 2004 for 42 MNOK. At 

that time this was one of the largest IFU-funds granted to the maritime sector. 
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However, this money came with an obligation that demanded stockholders equity of 

16 MNOK. This required additional capital search for OceanSaver, but Andersen 

states that the Norwegian venture capital market did not want to take the time, interest 

nor knowledge needed to study the opportunity for this technology. Andersen claims 

that it was impossible to get Norwegian investors. Reasons for this was risk, price, 

time and a lack of realistic evaluation of the project from the Norwegian VCs. 

Furthermore, in 2007 more funds were needed and Statoil Venture, together with 

Storebrand and Leif Hoegh further funded the project. Statoil Venture became the 

main funder. From OceanSaver AS’s perspective, this deal favored Statoil too 

strongly in the development. Statoil’s main objective was in their interests, and the 

deal did not fit well with OceanSaver’s vision. This was a hinder for development, 

making the process slow and cumbersome. Seen from entrepreneur Andersen’s 

perspective: “From 2007 we were a minority in our own company, and lost the 

control of our own company. Statoil was the dominant 'monster' of the board, who 

did not know their own best interest.” The stockholder agreement with Statoil 

Venture was extremely complex and rigid, and caused problems with regards to 

ownership and development. The ownership dilemma kept going for two more years. 

In the fall of 2009 the investor trio (Storebrand, StatoilHydro and Leif Hogh) took 

Fednav’s place in the board. The majority owners were therefore StatoilHydro (board 

director), Storebrand x 2, Leif Hoegh against Foss and Andersen. This change made 

Andersen and Foss realize that change was needed and Vidar Salbuvik was therefore 

brought to the team. Salbuvik is a respected investor with a focus on governance, and 

shared Andersen’s negative view of Statoil’s role in their venture. He became board 

director, and since then communication and collaboration improved vastly. 

OceanSaver and Andersen’s experience with the Norwegian venture milieu is that 

they negotiate the price of the deal as low as possible. Even then, the willingness to 

take risk is at best marginal. According to Andresen “VC-companies claiming a low 

price for high risk are acting spurious”. In spite of the assumption that VCs are risk 

seeking, Andersen views Norwegian VCs to be risk averse. The way the system 

works today, is that those who invested early in this project and took the highest risk 

are the ones that will get the lowest and latest payback – quite opposite of how it 

should be Andersen states.  
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Stein Dietrichson in AMC has had similar encounters with the VC milieu in Norway. 

However, Dietrichson and AMC experienced more difficulties with the VC and 

collaboration received form Innovation Norway. Initially, AMC collaborated with 

Innovation Østfold, but later asked to be transferred to Innovation Oslo. The reasons 

for this were many. Dietrichson says that they didn’t show up, they chose projects 

based on personal matters, and lacked proper groundwork for understanding AMC’s 

business. AMC gave an ultimatum to Innovation Norway: Either be transferred to the 

Oslo department or AMC would pursue legal actions. Dietrichson also says that he 

will avoid collaborating with Innovation Norway again if he does not have to, as they 

are very bureaucratic. Innovation Norway requires much time to be spent on 

paperwork, time that should rather be used on development of the project. In addition, 

they require unrealistic financial security from personal valuables such as his personal 

house. When Innovation Norway offered the Industrial R&D contract (IFU) of 3.4 

MNOK, AMC had to come up with 3.2 MNOK. Dietrichson says that this is 

unnecessary since the money would only be placed in the bank as security rather than 

being spent on the development. This was also time consuming. On the one hand they 

give money, but on the other they take require financial security that pressured AMC 

to sell stock thereby diluting the ownership and control of the company Dietrichson 

states. Dietrichson believes there should be a warning for IFU’s since this is financing 

that does not benefit the entrepreneur. However, the network with other financial 

actors established through the collaboration with Innovation Norway, has been crucial 

for obtaining the required financial support in the early stages of AMC development. 

Torghatten Nord was one initial financial actor, and this collaboration came about 

through the help of Innovation Norway. “The help with networking is the main 

positive side of Innovation Norway” Dietrichson states. This networking resulted in 

the opportunity to apply their product (coating) to Norwegian catamaran ferry ‘MS 

Steigtind’. AMC also received an IFU from Torghatten Nord of 3.4 MNOK. 

Moreover, AMC were in the early stages in contact with Jotun for a potential VC 

collaboration. A collaboration with Jotun as one of the world largest producers of 

marine coating would have the potential for AMC to increase it growth at a much 

higher level. Their response was negative. Dietrichson states: “Their focus was only 

on how to stop our business-development”. AMC initiated contact and saw a 
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possibility for collaboration, something Jotun was not interested in. Another reason 

for the initiative from AMC was that they lacked resourced in sales and matters 

related to economies of scales. They also initiated contact internationally in Japan, 

but lacked the people and resources to establish a proper collaboration. AMC’s 

product had improved wear resistance and excluded the use of volatile organic 

compounds. Traditional coatings uses up to 60 percent active compounds, which only 

makes it easier to apply to the ships but have a much lower wear resistance. There are 

several negative effects associated with active compounds, both environmentally and 

with health related issues. Another negative effect with such compounds is the 

quality, as the durability is much shorter. A potential collaboration with Jotun fell 

through because Jotun's business model is based on lower quality standards, which 

give a higher maintenance market, Dietrichson states. However, our findings with 

regards to OptiMarin and the challenges to get VC is not that considerable. OptiMarin 

was in its initial phase financed by Halvor Nilsen through Techtrade (14.7 MNOK). 

Another small contribution came from Sjøfartsdirektoratet in 1998/99. The total cash 

contribution between 1998-2008 was 67.7 MNOK. In 2006, when a technology that 

would be approved by IMO was in place, VC from Sparebank 1, Klavenes Invest and 

Procom Venture was established. In 2007 OptiMarin got additional governmental 

funding from Innovation Norway. Tor Øystein Kleppa and Birgir Nilsen occurrences 

with VCs in the maritime sector is especial interesting since they have not 

experienced to a similar extent problems with getting the required financial support as 

AMC and OceanSaver. On the other hand, this may be because OptiMarin was 

initially established on the inquiry from Sjøfartsdirektoratet. This may indicate that a 

solid network and collaboration with a strong governmental actor from day one was 

established and the synergy effects of this could indicate that venture capitalist was 

less risk averse. This is with regards to investing in OptiMarin in comparison to 

ventures that did not have the same close collaboration and support from a strong 

governmental institution. Kleppa also states that Innovation Norway is frequently 

using OptiMarin as a prime example of a successful project that they have actively 

supporting. Furthermore, the available capital from Halvor Nilsen through Techtrade 

(14.7 MNOK) made the need for VC less difficult, since the venture had an equity 

capital that many entrepreneurial ventures rarely have. In addition, it could be argued 
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that the closeness to the maritime oil and gas sector and strategic focus on customers 

within the maritime oil and gas sector has had a positive effect for OptiMarin when it 

comes to financing.                

7.2.3 Institutions and innovation policy 

Institutions as a key building block in the maritime sector can be both a hinder and 

motivator for innovation (Edquist, 1997). In the context of our three case studies, 

there is clearly some important and interesting aspects necessary for a discussion. 

Institutions role as venture capitalist was discussed in the previous section. We 

therefore focus our discussion here on policy innovation and its impact on the three 

ventures studied. OceanSaver and OptiMarin both recognize the importance of the 

IMO’s ballast water convention. Kleppa in OptiMarin states that there is a challenge 

regarding the uncertainty in the market represented by the IMO convention. It has 

some confusing aspects with regards to the ratification of the convention. The 

convention will enter into force one year after ratification by 30 nations, representing 

35 percent of the world merchant shipping tonnage. In March 2010 the convention 

was signed by 26 percent of the merchant shipping tonnage or 22 nations. This makes 

the ship-owners and ship-builders to a certain degree tentative on when to buy and 

implement BWM systems. Kleppa on the other hand, does not feel that there is a 

problem for customers to take the convention seriously even if it is not fully 

endorsed. At one point in time there was a shortage of supply, which resulted in 

uncertainty from some of the actors. Kleppa states that this is not an issue anymore, 

and the latest signals from the IMO conclude the matters further. In the international 

shipping market one challenge is also that the USA does not follow the IMO ballast 

convention. There is not a common agreement between the different states, but the 

U.S. Coast Guard is working on developing an agreement. Nevertheless, there is an 

uncertainty in the market on which requirements USA will endorse. OptiMarin 

customers wants a guarantee that their systems is going to be approved by the U.S. 

Coast Guard, but nobody knows which systems will get this approval. This makes 

some of the customers to be indecisive in acquiring BWM systems. However, the 

Californian State Land Commission, which is known for strict environmental 

requirement, has in an evaluation of available BWM systems listed OptiMarin as one 

of the best available technologies. Aage Bjørn Andersen and OceanSaver share the 
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same perspectives as Kleppa and Nilsen in OptiMarin. Andersen also emphasizes the 

impact the convention has on the development of their technology. In 2005 

OceanSaver realized that the development process would take longer than first 

anticipated. The circumstance for this was that the framework for approval was not 

established, even though the convention was approved in 2004. The IMO ballast 

water convention would take more time, and the guidelines were established in 2005 

and 2006. The approval process in IMO takes 24-36 months, which consequently 

meant that the product wouldn’t be ready for market until 2009. This gave 

OceanSaver the opportunity to further improve their technology/product. He 

furthermore states that it is difficult to do goal-oriented innovations. Innovation 

Norway’s strategy is too wide, and not specific enough at the micro level. They do 

not give the right incentives and tools for innovators creating sustainable 

developmental projects. However, Andersen also argues that without political 

support, no projects are undertaken. The sector is exposed and highly dependent on 

the offshore sector. This makes the sector face some problems with regards to 

sustainable development. There is no political agenda or strategic innovation policy 

on where to take Norwegian maritime industry that is useful for entrepreneurial 

ventures such as OceanSaver Andersen states. Stein Dietrichson in AMC share 

Andersen, Kleppa and Nilsen's view on the Norwegian maritime governmental 

innovation policy. However, AMC are developing a different technology dealing with 

a different environmental challenge in the sector. The reduction of greenhouse gasses 

is a political issue that inhabits much attention. Dietrichson states the timing of 

AMC’s entrance in the maritime service market is first and foremost a key to their 

success. Their market launch fits well with the high political pressure of reducing 

greenhouse gasses and making the maritime sector more environmental friendly. In 

addition, political movements such as the NOx-fund act as an important driver in 

terms of financing the project and further development. Another important aspect is 

the extra amount of cash that the ship-owners now have after they won the tax dispute 

against the Norwegian government in 2010. This is money that the ship-owners 

should invest in sustainable environmental projects. However, Dietrichson states that 

after the financial downturn, actors in the Norwegian maritime cluster and 

international actors seem to be in a minor extent focusing environmental sustainable 
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technology projects. The focus is rather more on the survival in the short-term. This 

may stress the importance of a governmental role in the long-term sustainable 

maritime development. 

7.3 Knowledge, business development, and innovation policy 

Based on the findings from our three venture studied, it becomes natural to end this 

section with a brief discussion of the current innovation policy applied in the 

maritime sector and return to the macro perspectives of Reve (1992), Perez (2002) 

and Porter (1990). Reve (1992) recognizes the maritime sector as one of Norway’s 

strongest and most dynamic business clusters. It is the quality of the interaction 

between the attributes that determine the sectors competitive advantages. As part of a 

cluster, ventures can operate more productively in sourcing inputs; accessing 

information, technology and needed institutions; coordinated with related companies; 

and measuring and motivating improvement (Porter, 1998). Furthermore, sourcing 

locally instead of internationally lowers transactions costs (Porter, 1998). In addition, 

the governmental interaction plays a significant role for the maritime sector to 

respond to the environmental challenges (Porter, 1990). Norway has long been a 

strong maritime nation, but a shift has occurred from producing goods to offering 

services. Earlier, the competitive advantages for the maritime sector were a result of 

exogenous factors, like natural resources such as fish and oil (Riis, 2000). This is still 

an important factor, but the competitive advantages for this sector are dependent on 

endogenous factors. These factors are developed in the cluster, and are essential for 

sustainable development (Reve and Jakobsen, 2001). Based on Reve and Jakobsen 

(2001), Norway needs to adapt and change the their economy over the next decades. 

There is a lack of proposed ways to create economic value after the income from oil 

and gas will slowly abide (Reve and Jakobsen, 2001). The lack of value creation 

combined with an aging popularity and a tight market of employment makes this 

challenge an important debate, especially on the political arena. Technology 

trajectories based on low; knowledge based export, levels of R&D, levels of 

innovation and productivity growth are arguably not a sustainable political objective 

in the long-term. With regards to Perez' 'long wave' model (2002) this paper relates 

her model to the recent financial crises and how venture capital plays a central role 

for a sustainable maritime sector. From her perspective it can be argued that we are 
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now in a turning point, more than in a financial crisis and a paradigm shift, since the 

6th paradigm shift has yet to evolve. Technological change is a historically recurring 

sequence of phases in the diffusion of each technological revolution, from the 

industrial revolution in 1770s (Perez, 2002). Furthermore, industrial revolutions 

affects not only interrelated industries, they also produce the reconstruction of the 

whole economy, distinct changes in the social behavior, radical changes in the 

financial patterns and major institutional changes. More significant she refers to these 

changes as techno-economic paradigm shifts and argues that this shift confronts 

enormous resistance from institutions, people and established firms. This resistance is 

rooted in the deeply addictedness of the previous paradigm. A central argument is 

also the nature of the market economy, where she argues that two complementary 

agents; the financial capital and the production capital shape the market economy. 

Financial capital is characterized by short-term horizon, flexible and mobile and 

works as agents for relocation and redistributing wealth (Perez, 2002). Production 

capital has a long-term perspective and is characterized as fixed and knowledge 

bound and an agent for accumulating wealth making capacity (Perez, 2002). Her 

argument states that their functional separation guarantees the dynamics of the market 

(Perez, 2002). Financial capital brakes away from established production capital and 

resulting both in a bubble and a crash (Perez, 2002). Her final argument is that the 

only tool for healthy development from the turning point, is a government policy to 

impose sufficient control on finance and enable a shift from finance and the 

polarization of wealth to deployment and the creation of new wealth. The argument 

about the need of governmental policies to solve the crash of the bubbles is also 

interesting to discuss. This argument is especially relevant in the context of the recent 

finical crisis. The phrase “technology is the fuel of the capitalist engine” is a rather 

illustrative way to explain how the capitalist system works (Perez, 2002: 155). This 

emphasizes its importance to generate real value. When the existing technology is not 

able to create wealth, the economy reaches a 'bottleneck'. Money moves from 

investment in production to creative use in the financial system. Perez sees this as a 

proof of its function; money moving to finance rather than production shows that 

investments are made for short term, becoming flexible and mobile. The mobility of 

money makes more complex interactions faster, thereby making it harder to monitor. 
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Financial capital becomes a tool to massively redirect resources and 'force' new 

paradigm shifts (Perez, 2002). In the recent finical crises money ended up in the real-

estate business, mostly caused by investors in the business and investment banks 

giving subprime loans, and also because of hedge funds. The mismatch between real 

and book value in the real-estate business caused a situation where the business banks 

squirmed to loan to each other. This resulted in downwards business cycles, starting 

in the USA and spreading globally. The questions related to the crisis was 

concentrated around three issues; regulation of banks, access to subprime loans and 

access to other 'creative' saving products making private investors and institutions 

taking higher risk than before. A natural question is therefore the government’s 

involvement to solve this complex situation and how the maritime sector can recover 

from this economic downturn. Some think that the capital system is capable of 

solving this situation by its own. If banks collapse, new banks will emerge. One 

belief is that the market will fix itself (Smith, 1776), while others (Keynes, 1936) 

think that government intervention is crucial to 'save' the economy. Economic policy 

and innovation policy is therefore a political tool for attacking these problems. Policy 

innovation, technology and science are closely interlinked in the Norwegian maritime 

sector. However, based on our case studies, there seems to bee some challenges in 

how the Norwegian government’s innovation policy can endorse the production, 

diffusion and utilize science and knowledge in order to fulfill national ambition for 

the maritime sector. Innovation policy can be applied in two different approaches. 

The laissez-fair approach emphasizes non-interventionism and framework conditions 

instead of specific sectors and technologies. The alternative is a 'systematic' approach 

and refers to the concept of 'innovation system'. Here, a fundamental aspect of 

innovation policy becomes the reviewing and redesigning of the linkages between 

parts of the system (Fageberg, 2005). This approach is a naturally central in this 

thesis and our theoretical foundation. However, numerous scholars, economists and 

politicians in Norway have been disputing the proper economical and innovation 

policy the last couple of years. This discussion is fairly complex and the main 

objective of this thesis is not a political discussion of the Norwegian innovation 

policy. However, based on our case studies and findings there seem to be some 

difficulties with the present governmental innovation policy. This is particular present 
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in the development of AMC’s and OceanSaver's early phases of development. These 

entrepreneurs share a common perspective in that the Norwegian 

innovation policy lacks the specific knowledge and clear strategy useful for the 

ventures. These ventures have also been struggling with the governmental financial 

framework given through Innovation Norway as already mentioned. The recent 

financial downturn has naturally been a challenge for all three ventures, and all 

recognizes the importance of the government in establishing a framework that makes 

knowledge and technology prosper in a high-cost country such as Norway. OptiMarin 

are on the other hand not as critical to the framework given to entrepreneurial 

ventures in the maritime sector by the Norwegian government. As earlier mentioned, 

OptiMarin have had less problematic collaboration with the governmental 

institutions. This may indicate that the governmental innovation policies are 

succeeding in some environmental sustainable projects and the framework for a 

sustainable development is satisfying in some cases. 

 

8. Conclusion  

The main challenges for our three ventures in the Norwegian maritime sector are 

accessibility and support from the Norwegian venture capital market, technological 

knowledge institutions and the governmental innovation policy. The interlinking of 

these actors is necessary for a sustainable maritime sector. This thesis questions if the 

coupling between government, capital and knowledge is satisfying. To answer this 

question our conclusion is dependent on the venture studied. In the cases of 

OceanSaver, the coupling between both venture capitalists and external knowledge 

institutions have been underdeveloped and from the entrepreneurs perspective not 

satisfying. OceanSaver's relation to the governmental innovation policy has also 

proved to be a hinder for innovation. OceanSaver regards this policy to be too wide, 

not specific enough, and lacks a realistic mission for the Norwegian maritime sector. 

This coupling is therefore in our opinion also not satisfying. In OptiMarin’s case, the 

coupling with venture capitalist seems to have been satisfying, however, the coupling 

with external knowledge institutions have to some degree not been satisfying. A 

mutual aspect is potentially found for both ventures developing ballast water 

technologies. OptiMarin's coupling to Norwegian government’s innovation policy 
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appears to have been satisfying. A good relation between Innovation Norway and 

OptiMarin was early established. With regards to AMC, the coupling between the 

venture and external technology knowledge gives the impression of being satisfying. 

The venture has however been struggling with venture capitalist in the maritime 

sector, and this coupling has probably not been satisfying for the venture. AMC's 

relation to the Norwegian government's innovation policy is that they found 

Innovation Norway very bureaucratic and rigid, but also taking escrow in financial 

assets that rather could be spent on development. Summing up our findings, 2 out of 

3 ventures have experienced fundamental challenges with the venture capital milieu 

in Norway. Venture capital is present in this sector, however from the entrepreneurs 

perceptive this financial intermediate is not satisfying. The entrepreneurs are 

acknowledging the lack of competent capital as a considerable barrier for financing 

innovation. The uncertainty and higher risk that venture capitalists allegedly are 

taking appear only in our cases when there is a governmental support of the project, 

thereby reducing the risk and uncertainty. Private venture capitalists are seen as 

difficult to collaborate with, and the consequence can be agreements that do not favor 

the entrepreneur’s visions. Governmental venture capital such as IFU’s is experienced 

with unfavorable financial frameworks, and unnecessary large stockholder equity.   

2 out of 3 has experienced fundamental challenges with technological knowledge 

institutions. To a certain degree, the entrepreneurs have experienced the external 

knowledge institutions rigid and difficult to collaborate with. This is especially clear 

when it comes to high technological projects that are initiated by small private 

ventures and not by the knowledge institutions themselves. 2 out of 3 ventures have 

experienced fundamental challenges with the Norwegian governmental innovation 

policies. On the macro and general level, there are several political initiatives that 

support an environmental sustainable maritime sector. However, the entrepreneurs at 

the micro level find these to a certain degree difficult to comprehend and to utilize. 

The governmental maritime strategy is regarded to be too extensive and not specific 

enough for the entrepreneurs to deem it coherent and useful.   

Based on these findings, our opinion is therefore that both the coupling between 

internal knowledge and external venture capital, as well as the coupling between 

external technological knowledge and the entrepreneurial ventures has great  potential  
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for improvement in the future.   

 

9. Recommendations 

This thesis is not arguing for a techno-economical paradigm shift as Perez (2002) 

refers to. However, based on our analysis of the maritime sector there is a process in 

this sector that indicates a willingness to change the technological trajectory. There is 

a vital necessity for the maritime sector to shift from a carbon lock-in trajectory to a 

green technology trajectory. In an historical context, the recent downturn in the 

financial and world economies represent an opportunity for financial investments in 

new and more sustainable technologies the following years. Our first 

recommendation is to invest systematically in projects that increase Norway’s 

innovation capacity. Revealed in our case studied is the need for an enhancement of 

competent capital that is not risk averse. This may be solved by establishing a fund 

with the objective of financing testing of technological maritime inventions. Norway 

as a nation appears not to have experienced the same economic downturn such as 

countries like Portugal, Italy, Greece and Spain (PIGS). Norway is not obligated to 

make budget cuts in the same extent and could therefore invest in knowledge and 

technologies that will give competitive advantages in the future through being the 

first to take the necessary and accurate moves. Furthermore, in our opinion the 

maritime sector as a cluster should in the future develop more into a knowledge-hub, 

with the appropriate infrastructure and maritime policy. Innovation, technology and 

knowledge represent the core for this sector competitive future. Our second 

recommendation is therefore to improve the political framework by a systematic 

focus on R&D and innovation. This can also be improved by increasing the 

competence on how to meet future challenges through studies like economics and 

engineering. A third way is to systematically make efforts of making alternations in 

international maritime regulations into business opportunities, like the ballast water 

convention. International political efforts to make technological standards may also 

represent large business opportunities for Norwegian maritime ventures. A third 

recommendation is to improve the utilization of external knowledge institutions for 

small and medium ventures in the maritime sector. By making the tacit knowledge in 

the R&D institutions such as MARINTEK and SINTEF more explicit and applicable 
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for ventures, this may increase the externalities effects and improve the knowledge 

level. This level may also be increased if these institutions are more open for 

knowledge developed in the ventures and not only by the heavy R&D institution. 

This paper’s final recommendation is more a general philosophy that applies not only 

for actors in the maritime sectors, but are useful for all areas in life;   

This is the famous Indian proverb:   
 

“Treat the earth well: We do not inherit the Earth from our ancestors, we borrow it 

from our children”1 

 

10. Limitation and recommended future research 

The few objects studied represent a limitation to this master thesis. One could argue 

that with a more quantitative approach our findings would be different. The focus on 

ventures in the maritime equipment industry also represents a limitation with regards 

to the maritime sector as a whole. A third limitation is the reflection of the challenges 

only from the entrepreneur’s perspectives and neither from financial, knowledge nor 

political institutions. Further research on similar topics is therefore recommended. 

Further research could focus on the different market segments in the maritime sector, 

to reveal if there are similar challenges and frameworks for entrepreneurial ventures 

developing environmental friendly technologies in these segments. Another focus 

could be on the venture capitalist perspective. The reason for the arguably lack of 

proper willingness to invest and risk averseness is not analyzed in our paper. There 

may be factors rational for an investor but not for an entrepreneur. Similar research is 

recommended with regards to knowledge and political institutions. This is to reveal 

the background and possible logic for the arguably barriers these institutions 

represent for the entrepreneurial ventures. This is necessary for an even more holistic 

understanding of the challenges this sector is facing. 

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

1	  Famous Indian Quates. Retrived 15.03.10 from url : http://www.indigenouspeople.net/quotes.htm 
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12. Appendix I 

Figure 1 The open innovation model (Source : Chesbrough, 2006 )  

 

Table 1: The five technological revolutions the last 200 years (Source Perez 2002). 

Technological 
Revolution: 

Popular name for the 
periods 

Core country 
or countries  

Year Initiating the 
revolution  

First The ‘Industrial 
Revolution’  

Britain  1771 Arkwright’s mill 
opens in Cromford  

Second  Age of Steam and 
Railways 

Britain, 
(spreading to 
Continent and 
USA) 

1829 Test of the 
‘Rocket’ steam 
engine for the 
Liverpool –
Manchester 
railway.  

Third Age of Steel, Electricity 
and Heavy Engineering  

USA and 
Germany 
forging ahead 
and overtaking 
Britain  

1875 The Carnegie 
Bessemer steel 
plant opens is 
Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania  

Fourth  Age of Oil, the 
Automobile and Mass 
Production  

USA (and 
Germany vying 
for world 
leadership), 
later spreading 
to Europe 

1908 First Model –T 
comes out of the 
Ford plant in 
Detroit, Michigan.  

Fifth Age of Information and 
Telecommunications  

USA (Spreading 
to Europe and 
Asia)  

1971 The Intel 
microprocessor is 
announced in Santa 
Clara, California.  
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Figure 2: The life cycles of technological revolutions (Source: Perez 2002: 30) 

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

 

 

Figure 3: The carbon lock- in (Source: Brown 2007). 
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Figure 4: The maritime sector as a cluster (Source: Reve 2009)  

 

 

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

Figure	  5:	   Value creation in the maritime sector (Source: Brustad 2009).
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Table 2: Overview of the Maritime service equipment industry.) Numbers are in 1000 
NOK. (Source: Jakobsen,.2007) 

Company 
Turnover in 

2005 
Labor cost 

in 2005 
Net operating profit in 

2005 

FMC Kongsberg Subsea AS 5 363 106 810 121 309 598 
Rolls-Royce Marine AS 4 789 162 1 163 016 (31 709) 

National Oilwell Norway AS 2 677 885 683 591 32 092 
Frank Mohn AS 2 563 095 29 489 180 024 
Baker Hughes Norge AS 2 541 090 786 910 301 368 
Kongsberg Maritime AS 2 320 992 746 969 160 673 
Halliburton AS 2 148 569 727 322 113 334 
Schlumberger Norge AS 2 003 866 535 945 154 703 
Frank Mohn Fusa AS 1 794 578 253 575 438 697 
Technip Offshore Norge AS 1 418 710 143 531 111 247 
Aker Kværner MH AS 1 142 718 293 214 81 663 
EON Ruhrgas Norge AS 932 815 18 419 470 532 
Glamox ASA 719 033 178 887 44 759 
Weatherford Norge AS 609 388 190 158 61 418 
Oceaneering AS 562 856 190 158 90 166 
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Figure	  6:	  Overview	  of	  this	  segment	  with	  regards	  to	  value	  creation	  in	  the	  time	  
period	  1996	  –	  2005	  Running	  MNOK	  (Source: Jakobsen,. (2007) 

	  

Figure 7: The ballast water process (Source: IMO 2010b) 
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Figure 8: The venture capitalist process (Source: Gompers and Lerner 2006 ).  
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Figure 9: PE investment in percentage of GDP in Europe (Source: EVCA 2007). 

  

 

Figure 10: Number  of new portfolio ventures per year i Norway(Source: NVCA 
2009) 
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Figure 11: Investments in 2009 in Norway (Based on ventures main activity area, 
measured in numbers and mill EUR (Source NVCA 2009)  
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Figure 12: Portfolio companies in Norwegian investments with regard to main 
industry activity (Source: NVCA 2009) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Administered capital and accumulated investments of Norwegian venture 
capitalists (EUR mill)(Source NVCA 2009)  
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Figure 14: Abatement curves for 5000-8000 TEU container vessels – Existing fleet in 
2008(Source: Madsen H et al. 2009)  

 

Figure 15: OptiMarin’s network (Source; Interview with Tor Øystein Kleppa and 
Birgir Nilsen , 2010). 
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Figure 16:  OceanSaver’s network (Source; Interview with Aage Bjørn Andersen., 
2010)   

 

 

Figure 17:  AMC’s network (Source; Interview with Stein Dietrichson., 2010)   
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13. Appendix II (Interview guide) 

1. Background information  

Interviewee Name ________  

Organization Name _______  

Number of employees _______  

Turnover (total sales) ___________ 

2. Innovation and entrepreneurship  

o With regards to the innovation processes for the technology and 

knowledge:  

o How did it come together? 

o Who made the initiatives?  

o Who where the largest actors in this process?  (Persons, ventures, 

institutions) 

o What contributed the different actors with? (Finance, knowledge etc.) 

o Was it easy to find these collaborative partners?  

o Who financed the development?  

o Can you draw a timeline of the innovation development  

3. Challenges  

What are the challenges for a sustainable development with regards to: 

- The early stages of development:  

• World economy 

• Factor conditions  

• Regulations  

• Demand /Market /Competitors  

• The technology  

• Network  

• Other  
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- Present time:  

• World economy 

• Factor conditions  

• Regulations  

• Demand /Market /Competitors  

• The technology  

• Network  

• Other 

- The future:  

• World economy 

• Factor conditions  

• Regulations  

• Demand /Market /Competitors  

• The technology  

• Network  

• Other  

4. Knowledge  

• How is the internal knowledge affecting the companies role in regards to: 

o Innovation process? 

o Competitive advantages?  

• How is the company’s relation to external knowledge? 

• What external knowledge resources were used in the innovation process?  

• Is the technology patented? How are the IPR issues affecting your day-to-day 

operations?   

• What type of educated labor is necessary for the future development?  

(Engineers, economists etc,)  

• Is it challenging to find the necessary educated labor for your business in 

Norway? 

• Who are the most important sources for knowledge and development?  

o Internal  

o External  
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o Can you draw an overview of the different knowledge resources used 

in the development? (Mapping the knowledge cluster)	  

	  

• 5.	  The	  Maritime	  cluster	  	  

• In	  what	  way	  are	  you	  a	  part	  of	  the	  Norwegian	  maritime	  cluster?	  

o How important is the maritime cluster for your business? 

o What are the advantages of being part of the maritime cluster?   

o What would be the consequences of moving your business to a 

different location? (Nationally or to a other country) 

o Is it present to move your business to a different location (Nationally 

/Internationally) 

 If so, where and why?  

 

• How do you think the Norwegian maritime cluster can increase its 

competitive advantages internationally?   

• Where are your suppliers located? 

• Where is your most important customer located?  

o Nationally?  

o Internationally?  

7. Diffusion of innovation  

• What conditions makes you stay at you current location?  

• Why is your current location the right place for you business?  

• Is the maritime cluster competitive compared to industries outside Norway?    

• Would you say the cluster attract foreign capital  ?   

 

 

8. Finance and ownership  

• To what degree would you say that there is a financial investor milieu in 

Norway that has the proper knowledge necessary for you business? 

• What is the effect of governmental financing programs for you business?  
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o Are these programs operating to a stratifying degree?  

o  Would you change anything with these programs?   

9. Environment and innovation policy  

• How are the environmental challenges affecting the development of your 

business’s technology?  

• What are the challenges of implementing you technology nationally and 

internationally?  

• What are the most significant political challenges for:  

o The business? 

o The maritime sector? 
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14 Appendix III (Preliminary research design paper)
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1. Introduction   

Norway has a long tradition of maritime activities, and the maritime sector carries a 

considerable weight in the Norwegian economy (DNV 2008). The increasing 

environmental consciousness drives the demand for transportation by ship, since 

various initiatives recognizes maritime transport as a potential better environmental 

transportation choice than air and land transport (DNV 2008). In our thesis we will 

analyze the Norwegian maritime sector, and the objective for our thesis is to get a 

deeper understanding of the challenges regarding environmental sustainable 

development. Our master thesis will address the environmental challenges from a 

micro level perspective. However, a macro economic perspective is also necessary to 

gain a holistic understanding of the underlying challenges. Multiple studies have 

investigated macroeconomic climate change (Weitzman 2007). We therefore 

recognize a need in studying climate change on a microeconomic level. By analyzing 

innovative environmental solutions corporations are developing, we get a deeper 

understanding of the sectorial challenges. Our paper is mainly directed towards 

technologies that reduce emissions originating from ships when operational.  

Our research question is:  

1. How does innovation in the maritime sector evolve in order to create a sustainable 

environmental friendly maritime sector?  

Two sub questions related to this matter are: 

2. What are the driving forces for sustainable development?  

3. What are the obstacles to overcome for sustainable development? 

We refer to innovation as the process where corporations collaborate in developing 

new or improved products, processes and services. Furthermore, we will discuss how 

the maritime sector can further strengthen the position as an international knowledge-

based environmental industry. Our research questions is based on the notion that the 

future maritime sector is a knowledge and research driven sector, and that R&D is 

crucial for a flourishing global maritime sector.  
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2. Background 
The current environmental situation combined with the lack of sustainable 

environmental development in the maritime sector represents the background for this 

analysis. Renewable energy technologies give promising potential for a sustainable 

development. Regardless of this, the utilization of renewable technologies was in 

2005, 6.2 percent of the TPES (Total Primary Energy Supply) in the OECD countries 

(IEA 2007). The remaining 94 percent was represented by oil (41 percent), gas (22 

percent), and nuclear energy (20 percent). From 1973 to 2005 the share of renewable 

in TPES has increased by a meager 1.7 percentage points (IEA 2007). Examples of 

renewable energy sources for the maritime sector include SkySails (wind technology) 

and Photovoltaic System (solar technology). Among the other environmental 

technologies present are gas turbine, fuel cells, ballast water and ship design. This 

study consequently deals with the need of exploring the challenges this sector is 

facing. Norway is a high cost country when it comes to development costs and taxes. 

Technologic innovation therefore plays a vital role in the maritime sector. Ocean, 

technology and knowledge have been the three cornerstones for Norway in order to 

enjoy a unique global position in the maritime sector (Reve 2009). With the maritime 

competence built up over many decades, Norway has a great opportunity to continue 

developing what we think of as the “maritime knowledge hub” and become a global 

market leader. This maritime knowledge hub is capable of strong synergetic 

outcomes, and could work as a diffuser for developing environmental progress. Over 

the last fifty years, Norway has surpassed western European countries such as 

Germany, Great Britain, Denmark and Sweden in terms of CO2 emissions per capita 

(World Bank 2010). It should be in the interest of the Norwegian government to look 

for arenas to decrease CO2 emissions, and in that manner we believe the maritime 

sector could be a potential objective.  

3. Analytical framework  

3.1 The Norwegian maritime sector 
The analytical framework for this paper is the notion that the Norwegian maritime 

sector in the future is a research driven and knowledge-based sector. R&D will play 

an imperative role in developing innovative and technical sustainable solutions that 
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will prosper an international competitive advantage (Reve, Jakobsen 2001). This 

paper addresses the analytical impediments for a sustainable sectorial development by 

combining innovation theory and strategy theory. By using a dynamic innovation 

perspective on the systemic clustering of businesses in the maritime sector, this paper 

aims to give an analytical and strategic insight in the maritime sector with regards to 

an environmental sustainable development. Both innovation processes and products 

are emphasized in this paper, which follows Abernathy and Utterback’s (1975) model 

of a dynamic model for product and process innovation. The competitive advantage 

of the Norwegian maritime sector is by Porter (1990) dependent on the dynamic 

nature of four broad attributes of a nation (Porter 1990). The educated labor, 

infrastructure, knowledge and capital resources that support an environmental 

sustainable development are attributes that determine the sectors competitive 

advantage. Another attribute is the demand for Norwegian ships and services. A third 

attribute is how interrelated industries such as the oil industry are supporting or an 

obstacle for the development. The last attribute is about sectorial structure and 

corporate strategies. An important objective in our master thesis is to analyze 

incentives or willingness for actors to develop clean technologies that promotes 

sustainable development. Furthermore, the systemic nature of these attributes 

promotes the clustering of a nation's competitive industries (Porter 1990). Reve 

(1992) recognizes the Norwegian maritime sector as the strongest and most dynamic 

business cluster. A cluster is defined as: “geographic concentrations of 

interconnected companies and institutions in a particular field» (Porter 1998: 77). It 

is the quality of the interaction between the attributes that determine the sectors 

competitive advantages. In addition, the governmental interaction plays a significant 

role for the maritime sectors to respond to the environmental challenges (Porter 

1990). The maritime cluster and its strong economic role in Norway and this papers 

analysis of the future environmental challenges and solutions are especially 

interesting for Norway to sustain and improve its competitive advantage as a 

maritime nation. Earlier, the competitive advantages for the maritime sector were a 

result of exogenous factors, like natural resources such as fish and oil (Riis 2000). 

This is still an important factor, but the competitive advantages for this sector are 

dependent on endogenous factors (Reve, Jakobsen 2001). These factors are developed 
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in the cluster, and are essential for further development. Norway, with its high 

development and tax cost competitive disadvantages need to focus on R&D to find 

innovative maritime technical solutions that supports an environmental sustainable 

development (Andersen 2007).    

3.2 Technology development.  

Generally, theories about technological change have been categorized in two broad 

categories: demand-pull and technology-push specifically. These categories relates to 

the degree of autonomy of the innovative activity from short-run changes in the 

economic environment (Dosi 1982: 147). The difficulties with these categories are 

that they represent a rather crude conception of technical change, as an essentially 

reactive mechanism based on a "black box" of readily available technological 

possibility (Dosi 1982). Dosi (1982) also emphasized these difficulties and suggested 

an interpretation of the determinants and directions of technical change by referring 

to technological paradigms and technological trajectories. Based on Kuhn (1962), 

Dosi defines technological paradigms as; “A ‘model’ and a ‘pattern’ of solution of 

selected technological problem based on selected principles derived from natural 

science and on selected material technologies” (Dosi 1982: 152). Dosi defines 

‘normal science’ as “the actualization of a promise”. Technical changes are by Dosi 

recognized to be contained in a scientific paradigm and a technological trajectory, 

which he refers to as “the pattern of ‘normal’ problem solving activity (i.e. of 

‘progress’) on the ground of a technological paradigm” (Dosi 1982: 152). More 

precisely, Dosi (1982) emphasizes that historical ‘patterns’ embodies strong 

prescriptions on the directions of technical changes. Furthermore, based on Dosi’s 

technical paradigms and technology trajectories theory, Perez (2002) developed the 

theory about techno-economic paradigm shift. Relating these theories to the 

Norwegian maritime cluster and the technology development for an environmental 

sustainable sector, this paper achieves a macro perspective of the challenges this 

sector is facing. With regards to the maritime sector and the shipping industry, 

‘carbon lock-in’ could arguably relate to both Dosi and Perez’ technology trajectories 

and paradigm shifts. In the future we may see a shift from the established non-

environmental friendly carbon technologies to a sustainable technology that may alter 
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the global energy consumption. Industrial economies and the world of renewable 

technologies are argued by Unhruh (Unruh 2000 et al.) to be heavily affected by a 

‘carbon lock-in’. The last decades, a network of interrelated actors (governments, 

scientist, firms and consumers) has evolved into an interlinked complex of 

institutions, technologies and actors. This complex provides continuously 

reinforcements to further development of carbon-based technologies, in the form of 

accumulation of knowledge, technology network externalities and scale of economies 

(Unruh 2000). The benefits of earlier growth from available cheap and readily carbon 

reinforces these mechanisms. This way, this ascendancy of the fossil technology use 

may be viewed as a side effect of the technological systems and contributed in driving 

toward the power full economies of the world today (Freeman 1996). There is an 

essential need to reduce the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission and the challenge is to 

shift in the direction of actions that goes ahead of technology R&D to strategies that 

focuses on the rapid and large-scale absorption of sustainable energy technologies 

(Brown 2007). The challenge for these sustainable technologies is that while they are 

feasible, there are various obstacles that prevent them from gaining market share. 

Obstacles for GHG technologies are; incumbent technology support systems, 

business risk of innovation and high transaction cost (Brown 2007). The positive 

support and feedback from existing government, suppliers, financial institutions and 

infrastructure sustains the status quo even in face of superior substitutes (Brown 

2007). There is also an array of business risk associated with new and emerging 

technologies. Many GHG are relatively new and the uncertainty of its impacts makes 

actors risk averse (Brown 2007). The lock-in of incumbent technologies makes a 

transfer to the emerging sustainable technologies associated with high transaction and 

switching costs (Brown 2007). The policy environment also reinforces the incumbent 

technologies, and policy uncertainty affects the market efficiency and the market 

becomes reluctant to innovate (Brown 2007).  

With regards to the environmental challenges, there seems to be a 

misalignment between the incumbent and the emerging sustainable technologies. The 

cost of carbon emitting technologies and the benefits from sustainable technologies in 

the future is for the existing market actors difficult to comprehend. From a historical 

perspective, there is reason for optimism with regards to this problem. Throughout 
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history, considerable transitions are known to emerge. Carlota Perez refers to this 

transition as ‘techno-economic paradigm shift’. Technological transition involves 

massively composite processes developing over a long time period, over a wide 

extent of social structures and over large geographical areas. This holistic nature of 

transition makes a macro perspective (techno-economic theory) useful in developing 

a transition theory for a more sustainable technology in the maritime sector.  On the 

other hand, to gain a broad perspective an understanding of the underlying processes 

(micro level) is also necessary for understanding the possible transition to a more 

sustainable technology development. The recent history shows that technological 

innovations are the core of these processes, and transitions transpire around novel 

technologies (Perez 2002). Based on a historical view, sustainable technological 

innovations and its development of the related build-up structure can be related to a 

technology trajectory. The direction of the trajectory can be influenced, but this is 

very challenging since the technology trajectories is embedded in institutional path 

dependency (Perez 2002). 

3.3 Corporate Innovation  

The air and sea emissions from ship and the treat to the climate it poses, creates a 

demand for a qualitative shift to new sustainable technologies and business models. 

Schumpeter’s (1939, 1942, 1943) theories about innovation and economic 

developments represent the foundation for our understanding of the innovation 

processes and product that are necessary for economic development in the maritime 

sector.  In the context of the maritime sector and the global challenges, Schumpeter’s 

notion of the tendency for innovation to ‘cluster’ in certain industries and time 

periods, and the derived effect on growth is something that is supported in the 

Norwegian maritime sector. Schumpeter recognized the possible contribution of such 

‘clustering’ to the formation of business cycles and ‘long waves’ in the world 

economy. Schumpeter’s theory about ‘clustering’ has been further developed in more 

recent theories like the system of innovation approach (Freeman 1987, Lundvall 

1992, Edquist 1997). Firms almost never innovate in isolation. They interact with 

other organizations to develop and exchange knowledge, information and other 

resources (Edquist 1997). This interaction is an important element in the system for 
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creation and use of knowledge. This paper emphasizes the sectorial and technological 

dimension in the innovation systems (Malerba 2004; Carlsson and Stankiewitz 1995). 

By using this perspective on the Norwegian maritime sector we analyze the 

interdependence of innovation in technologies, business models and institutions and 

social practices (Midttun, Witoszek 2009). This is important because it will give us 

an understanding on how the market in this sector interact when it comes to business 

strategies and consumer patterns that support a sustainable development. 

(Midttun,Witoszek 2009). By focusing on the maritime sector, a natural topic in our 

paper becomes the diffusion of innovation. This relates to the maritime sector in 

bringing a clean technology to market in a wide scale and the challenges therein 

(Moore 1991). Possible technology transfers to international markets is high, given 

the extensive operations of multinational companies, intergovernmental development 

programs and institutions this sector is affected by (Midttun, Witoszek 2009).  

4. Central research questions 

Some of the main research questions to be answered in our thesis are: How did the 

financial situation over the years of 2008 and 2009 affect innovation in the 

Norwegian maritime sector? How can the Norwegian maritime milieu best work 

together to create synergetic results? Which governmental institutions are key in 

supporting innovation in the maritime sector, and how can governmental support be 

distributed most effectively? Which technologies have the prospects of being 

groundbreaking, and which only incremental? Which technologies are available 

today, and which are a few years from now? How can innovative behavior be 

rewarded most efficiently? In answering these questions, three aspects with regards to 

the maritime sector will be further investigated: 1) The effect of the current economic 

situation; 2) Corporate responsibility and governance of innovation; 3) Business and 

technology development.  

4.1 The effect of the current economic situation  
This sector is, as with all industrial sectors affected by economic volatility. The 

worldwide recession in the early 1980s and furthermore the Asian financial downturn 

in the 1990s has tempered the growth in this sector. But in spite of this event, the 

shipping industry has experienced a healthful growth since 1993 (IMO 2009). In 
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present time, the industry is once again experiencing a recession in the world trade. 

The collapse of the global debt market and equity investors withdrawing at a time 

when the shipyard capacity has grown to a unprecedented level, represent a serious 

challenge for this sector. Moreover, this happened also when the order for new ships 

were at an all time high. As the first decade of the 21st century has ended, this sector 

is facing uncertainty and a difficult future. One indicator of the magnitude and serious 

impact the financial crises has on this sector can be seen from the Baltic Dry Bulk 

Index. It plummeted by more than 11,000 points from an all-time high of 11,793 in 

just a few months in 2008 (IMO 2009). UNCTAD’s Trade and Development Report 

2009, holds the financial crises as one of the main reasons that the 2015 United 

Nations Millennium Development Goals will probably not be achieved (UNCTAD 

2009). Several undertakings from the Norwegian government have been made in 

order to boost both the economy at large and the maritime industry. Exemplifying this 

was the ‘guarantee institute for export credit’ (GIEK), a government action that gave 

extended capital for financing shipbuilding and exporting activities. Similar actions 

were done across industries in the Norwegian business market (Brustad 2009). 

4.2 Governmental policies regarding innovation 

Many governmental institutions have a strong influence on the development of the 

maritime sector, in regards to both economic and governmental policies. Among 

these are The Ministry of Trade and Industry, The Ministry of the Environment, The 

Ministry of Petroleum and Energy and The Ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs. 

The collaboration between these institutions and organizations such as MARINTEK, 

Innovation Norway and SINTEF creates the foundation for further sectoral 

development. “Stø Kurs – 2 år etter”, is a document regarding the development of the 

Norwegian maritime sector from Norwegian trade minister Sylvia Brustad. The text 

will work as a guideline in this thesis, and illustrates that the Norwegian government 

has a strong focus on the maritime sector. The main objectives from Brustad in 

regards to the maritime sector are globalization and provisions, environmental 

maritime industry, maritime competence, science and innovation and shuttle traffic 

(Brustad 2009).  
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4.3 Business and technology development.  

The third aspect of this thesis will deal with the subject of development a sustainable 

maritime sector. This development is rather complex, as it includes many players and 

institutions. In order to understand this complex process, we will among others draw 

on the work of Torger Reve. According to Reve, the Norwegian maritime sector can 

learn from knowledge hubs such as the biotech and life science industry in Boston. 

The high concentration of institutions such as advanced universities and research labs 

puts them in a global leadership position (Reve 2009). We wonder if such measures 

are the direction to go for the Norwegian maritime sector in order to become world 

leading in their field. According to Reve, Norway has over time built a strong global 

maritime base. There is also a strong relationship with similar industries such as 

marine and energy (Reve 2009). Moreover, understanding synergy effects from these 

industries might help understand the process of innovation. This also complies with 

Paul Krugman, review clusters as “agglomerations and knowledge linkages” 

(Krugman 1991). The instance of Norway as a high cost country is of importance. 

There has been a trend of outsourcing due to lower wages in Asia particularly, and 

therefore a shift in focus was necessary in order to keep the sector afloat. By 

specializing in more advanced segments of shipbuilding, the Norwegian maritime 

sector still has a competitive advantage (Reve 2009). Knowledge is therefore 

particularly vital in order for the Norwegian maritime sector to keep this lead. 

Knowledge can come from many sources, and our focus will be to pinpoint the most 

important drivers for creating and keeping this knowledge within the field.  

5. Research Design 
Our research question is directed to the present and future challenges for a sustainable 

maritime sector. For a deeper and more holistic understand of or research question we 

believe that an in-depth qualitative research is the most useful research method. A 

quantitative research may not be as flexible as a qualitative study of the sector, and 

the interrelatedness and nature of actors and industries in the maritime cluster is 

easier to recognize with a qualitative method. The Norwegian maritime sector can as 

mentioned earlier be divided in four segments, we will conduct four case studies with 

in-depth interviews from these segments. Analyzing actors from different segments 

will give us the opportunity to recognize possible differences and gives a more 
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holistic overview of the sectors when it comes to a sustainable development. 

Exogenous and endogenous factors influence the sectors development and to 

recognize these factors case studies are the most constructive method.  

5.1 Objects of study:  

Our objects of studies are  

• The E/S Orcelle by W.Wilhelmsen, the ship-owner segment 

• The Fellowship by Eidesvik, the ship yard segment 

• The X-bow® ship design by Ulstein Group, the maritime service provider segement  

• Ballast Water Management by OseanSaver, the maritime product producer segment 

The E/S Orcelle by W.Wilhelmsen relies on alternative energy sources like sun, wind 

and waves, and therefore does not release any emissions into the atmosphere or into 

the ocean. This project is chosen because it is the only project in the maritime sector 

that promises zero emissions. Secondly, the Fellowship Project uses a technology 

where the only exhaust is heat and water. This project is a joint industry project 

between main industry players such as DNV, Vik-Sandvik and Wartsila. CO2 

emissions will be reduced with 50 percent compared to today’s diesel engines, and 

the technology is both silent and vibration free (Eidesvik 2009). The Fellowship 

Project was awarded EUREKA status from the European Network for Innovation, 

supporting the claim the Norwegian R&D in this field is world leading (St. meld. 7, 

2008) Thirdly, the Ulstein X-bow® developed by Ulstein Group uses a technologic 

design resulting in increased fuel efficiency. The Bourbon Orca with this particular 

design was appointed Ship of the Year in 2006 by the Norwegian government, 

thereby making it an interesting case study as a sustainable technology solution. 

Lastly, the Norwegian company OceanSaver has developed an environmental 

sustainable technology that reduce emissions coming from ships and that are a threat 

to the biological system in the ocean. This technology has proven compliant to the 

IMO Ballast Water Performance Standard (OceanSaver 2009). In 2007, Norway 

signed the Ballastwaterconvention worked out by the IMO, giving strong restrictions 

regarding ballast water emissions (Andersen 2007). In addition to these four case 

studies, we also want to conduct interviews with institutions and related industries 

such as:   
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Governmental institutions: 
• The ministry of Trade and Industry 
• The ministry of the Environment 
• The ministry of Petroleum and Energy 
• The ministry of Fisheries and Coastal Affairs 

Technical and research institutions 
• The Norwegian Marine Technology Research Institute -SINTEF- MARINTEK  
• The research council of Norway  
• MARUT 

Business institutions  
• Innovation Norway 
• The NHO - Confederation of Norwegian Enterprises 
• The Norwegian ship-owners’ association  

Related industries 
• Statoil 

 
In addition to related institutions and industries, a case study of four different actors 

from the four different segments of the Norwegian maritime sector covers the 

necessary aspects with respect to validity and topic of our paper.  

7.2 Data collection 

Primary data: 

The primary data will consist of in-depth interviews with representatives from the 

four objects of study and other actors in the maritime sector. The goal is to get 

different perspectives on the topic we are studying, in order to make the dissertation 

as broad and detailed as possible. We believe that this is going to give us targeted and 

relevant information, and also give us the opportunity to find new perspectives on the 

challenges on making the Norwegian maritime sector more environmental friendly.  

Secondary data: 

Secondary data will consist of other information retrieved from the different actors. 

This will include financial statements and company strategies in order to evaluate the 

amount spent on R&D, and also yearly reports and the likes. We will also pay close 

attention to this sector in both Norwegian and international magazines and 

newspapers.  
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